Foul weather friends for every CATV need

Jerrold CATV Antennas provide exceptionally high gain, flat response and low return loss ... fair weather or foul ... year after year ... for one major reason. Jerrold Antennas are prepared for the worst kind of weather. Years of experience—and extensive environmental testing—prove it.

Color Captain Broad-band VHF Antennas, for instance, withstand 100 mph winds with no ice or 70 mph winds with one inch of radial ice. You get vibration-resistant construction, weather-sealed feed points and low-Q feed transmission lines that make degradation of the signal due to ice practically nil.

Parabeam Broad-band UHF Antennas consist of modular packages of small grid-type dishes that offer only 1/10th the wind load of solid surface dishes claiming equivalent gain. What's more the grid-type construction does not require the large structural back-up members that contribute to wind load.

Imperial and Super Imperial Yagi Antennas—the low-cost way to get high performance from distant VHF and FM stations—feature heavy-duty elements, "strong-back" dual crossarm construction and vibration dampeners. These high-gain antennas are as tough as gales.

Assure every subscriber of crystal-clear black-and-white or true living color pictures. Insist on CATV antennas that can weather any storm ... without disappointing your customers. Write or call for more information on Jerrold CATV Antennas. CATV Systems Division, Jerrold Electronics Corporation, 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. Phone: (215) 925-9870, TWX 710-670-0263.
As the quality of a house can only be evaluated by its foundation and the materials used in construction, so it is that VIKOA has built a company dedicated to the complete services and growth of the CATV industry.

Each specialized division at VIKOA has been carefully planned to meet the expanding requirements of the CATV Industry and has resulted in the unique formation of an organization that does everything: equipment manufacturing, coaxial cable manufacturing, systems designing and engineering as well as complete turnkey construction.

When you are considering the construction of a new CATV system, or rebuilding an old system, why not call upon VIKOA — "THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT." No job is too big or too small.
ENTRON'S
ON THE LEVEL
EVERYWHERE!

Exclusive...
Automatic Level Control
at every mainline
location!

To assure clean, sharp pictures to each subscriber, ENTRON CATV Systems are equipped with ALC—Automatic Level Control at EVERY mainline location.

This standard ENTRON feature provides all viewers with signals at a constantly controlled level—regardless of channel or viewer location. Benefit—?—TV pictures that are rock-steady . . . free of fade . . . rolls . . . flips . . . snow.

For satisfied subscribers, give them ENTRON’s “ALC-exclusive” . . . to keep their signals on the level—everywhere!
Emphasis on Construction...

Beginning on page 44 of this issue, is a review of construction standards as practiced — and occasionally ignored — by the cable television industry. This special TVC staff report and analysis brings into focus the real costs of inferior construction and maintenance to the individual system operator and to the industry as a whole. See "The Dangerous Minority."

The presence of system personnel or outside construction crews on your community's streets, and on your customers' property, is a critical point for developing and maintaining good public relations. This will very likely be the most significant contact many residents have with the cable firm, and their attitude and understanding during construction operations can greatly affect your saturation. On page 53 of this issue, read Ed Cooper's article, "Your Public Image During Construction."

A readily recognized element of system construction is the selection of equipment and materials to go into the plant. Because of the emphasis usually placed on such major items as amplifiers and distribution cables, the importance of using the proper drop cable might be overlooked. Jerome Cohn's "Choosing House Drop Cables," beginning on page 58 of this issue, is a comprehensive discussion of factors which should dictate this decision.

Several approaches have been brought forth for increasing cable system channel capacity beyond 12 channels. Beginning on page 63, Gay Rogeness discusses "Engineering Considerations for use of Midband Channels," analyzing the variation of system or equipment design necessary to add channels in the 120-174 MHz range.

A standard feature of each TVC Construction edition is a complete quick-reference listing of all active CATV construction firms serving the industry. This ever-growing list will be found starting on page 76.

Our Cover: This month's front cover photo was supplied by Davis Manufacturing Company, whose trencher is shown at work on the new system in Colorado Springs. (TV Communications pays $20 for color photos supplied by readers and selected for publication. Both transparencies and glossy prints are accepted — materials returned on request.)
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The million-dollar look in turnkeys

When you get a turnkey system from Anaconda Astrodata, it may not cost a million, but it will sure look and perform like it.
A Very Real, Urgent Threat

Every cable operator is thoroughly familiar with the traditional "foes" of CATV. He has encountered some of them first-hand — and has read about all of them in this column. But there's one threat — possibly the most menacing — that we've never mentioned. Hundreds of cable operators live daily with it, apparently in total oblivion!

The "enemy within" the cable television business is the sub-standard, sloppy, frequently unsafe condition of many CATV plants. The threat posed to the future welfare of individual system owners and to the entire industry is very real...very urgent.

Far too many systems harbor widespread conditions of unsafe, unsightly and sometimes illegal plant construction. The manner in which the cable plant is constructed and maintained affects (1) service to the subscriber; (2) safety of CATV and public utility personnel; (3) safety of the public; (4) community relations, and (5) the long-term ability of the operator to provide service to the community.

Sub-standard or outmoded cable facilities are an open invitation to public criticism — which can easily take the form of "corrective legislation." In one state, "sloppy construction" was the keynote of a nearly successful drive to bring CATV under regulation by the Public Utilities Commission!

Poor service and unsafe or unsightly cable plant frequently figure in franchise renewal difficulties. And some city councils have threatened to cancel permits or have solicited entry of a competitive cable system to "overbuild" an operator they feel is not coming up to reasonable standards.

These are practical, dollars-and-cents reasons for eliminating poor layout and sub-standard construction. But an even bigger reason, overshadowing these, is your obligation to guard the safety of your employees, utility linemen (where poles are in joint use) and the general public. What is the life of a technician worth? Can there be any justification for knowingly tolerating a dangerous violation of climbing space requirements...or a few inches' separation between CATV distribution cable and power lines?

There are plenty of "outsiders" waiting to answer that question for you. Local government officials...telephone people whose linemen object to having to work around your plant...state legislators...state safety inspectors...and regulation-minded citizens may forcefully bring such matters to your attention.

Cable television companies like to talk about "Public Service." Aside from the fact that good pictures result from properly constructed plant, the first step in serving the public is to not endanger the public — including those who work for you.

Cable television has enough enemies and problems without creating new ones. See "The Dangerous Minority," beginning on page 44 of this issue, for some examples of sub-standard conditions that jeopardize the local and national welfare of CATV. Cable operators who recognize similarities to their own systems in the bad examples cited should take immediate remedial steps.

What's that? You say rebuild and rearrangements cost money? So does PUC regulation. Poor utility relations...unnecessary outages...lawsuits...and a bad public image cost money, too. This matter deserves the serious contemplation of everyone in the CATV industry.

Stan Sarno
from Superior Continental...

All-weather, fiber glass EQUIPMENT HOUSINGS
- Will not rust or corrode
- High mechanical, impact, flexural strength
- Light weight
- Non-conductive — no need for internal insulation
- Permanent forest green color
- Pole-mounted or stake-mounted.

Complete Line of NEW CONNECTORS for Alumagard and Coppergard Coaxials
- Silverplated contacts
- 30 psi. pressure test
- Teflon® insert
- Iridited body, anodized coupling nut
- Heavy duty rear weather seal
- Low VSWR
- Unique construction prevents disfiguration of cable
- Resistant to conductor pull-out
- Maintain integrity of outer conductor

Write or call for information and prices to:
Superior Sales and Service Division P. O. Box 2327 Hickory, North Carolina 28601 Phone 704/328-2171
1968 is shaping up as a year of tremendous technological achievement in cable television--at least at the drawing board level. Color origination equipment is already being specially designed for cable television and will be operational in several systems before year end.

Convertors to eliminate local signal interference and to permit more than 12 channel operation are being marketed at a steady rate, while engineers ponder a standard set of frequencies and channel identification for the new polyband equipment.

Performance monitoring equipment is now available which "reads out" any out-of-tolerance signal level condition in the entire CATV system. The Advanced Research Corp. system continuously reports performance status at any desired number of amplifier stations. It also provides head-end monitoring, memory circuits, two-way voice communications and cable system burglar/vandalism alarm service.

Additional equipment to improve cable system performance and broaden subscriber services potential will undoubtedly be introduced this year. Look for some eyeopeners at the NCTA convention in Boston June 30 - July 3. Same old problem of delivering the advertised product will, no doubt, continue to plague manufacturers.

"Software" aspect of local origination market is beginning to shape up. This year will see first serious, qualified attempts to market films for CATV on a national basis. Several firms will be in contention for the market, which is still quite limited. A restrictive copyright ruling--or legislation--could cause demand for locally originated films to explode literally overnight. Systems faced with loss of popular imported channels will immediately try to replace them with films and locally produced material. Some could go to closed circuit operation exclusively.

Microwave-fed cable television systems face serious challenge in recent FCC transfer of 6 Gc CATV common carriers to 11 Gc service. Telco inspired transition spells real trouble for many common carriers and could affect their continued operation. Although not large compared to AT&T, some of the common carriers serving a CATV clientele are capable of putting up a good fight. Final determination of whether microwave for cable systems will be relocated in the higher bands may be made in the courts.

Increase in pole rental rates has been announced by at least one division of the Bell System. Mood of operators suggests that a showdown, rather than compliance, may be industry reaction. Threat of cable service rate increases may be used to enlist public support of cable companies. We predict some rough regional skirmishes.
SKL/7037K
FOR CABLE TELEVISION
WITH FULLY AUTOMATIC
SYSTEM CONTROL

THE AMPLIFIER FOR ALL SEASONS
SKL/7037K TRUNK AMPLIFIER WITH AUTOMATIC LEVEL AND SLOPE CONTROL AND BRIDGING AMPLIFIER

SKL/7037K ALC/ASC is Cable TV’s first solid-state amplifier with TWO-PILOT LINEAR AUTOMATIC LEVEL and SLOPE CONTROL. One pilot at 205.25 MHz controls the flat gain, while the second pilot at 73.5 MHz controls the slope. Over its operating range the SKL/7037K output level remains constant within ±0.5 dB for a flat level variation of ±4 dB and a slope variation of 3.5 dB.

Equipped with plug-in pads in 0 dB (standard) or 3, 6, 9, and 12 dB (optional) values. Two plug-in dual equalizers are available with equalization (cable equivalent) of 8/17 dB (standard) and 0/12 dB (optional). The high or low equalization is selected by a toggle switch.

The SKL/7037K has a minimum full gain of 25 dB and a bandwidth of 50-220 MHz, flat within ±0.25 dB. Low noise and low cross-modulation permit long cascades.

The bridging amplifier has a minimum full gain from trunk output to brider output of 15 dB, with a 5 dB gain control range, and a ±4 dB (cable equivalent) tilt control range. Bandwidth is 50-220 MHz, flat within ±0.5 dB.

The bridger output feeds one of the Series 7160 plug-in splitter modules listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of Series 7160 Splitters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT BRIDGING AMPLIFIER:
SKL/7027 TRUNK AMPLIFIER WITH ALC/ASC (Minimum trunk gain, 26 dB).

For more information on the above and other SKL products for better CATV, please write or call us.

SPENCER-KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
1320 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD • BOSTON, MASS. 02135 • TEL. 617-254-5400

TV Communications
Construction Reports

Parker, Ariz. — FCC microwave petition approval was announced recently by Joseph N. Ashford, president of Res-Con Consultants, Inc. The proposed system will bring 3 network channels from Phoenix and a channel from Arizona State College. System construction has begun.

Blytheville, Arkansas — A 9-channel system is under construction in this city.

Ladysmith, B. C. — L&C Cablevision has awarded a contract to B. C. Cable Contractors Ltd. for a 10-mile cable system.

California — Riverside Communications Co. of Rubidoux has completed half of a proposed system to serve Indian Hills, Jurupa Hills, Rubidoux and Sunnyslope. Twenty miles of cable have been installed and over 100 drops have already been made.

Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii — Hawaiian Cable Vision Corp. has scheduled its first house drop. The system, purchased last fall from Lahaina Light and Power, has been undergoing a $250,000 expansion/improvement program. It will carry signals from Haleakala and FM channels from Oahu.

Russell, Kan. — April 1 was set as opening date for cable service by Lee Hallett, president of United Transmissions Co. The Russell system will carry local channels and will also microwave in network affiliates from Kansas City and a Topeka U. A local origination channel will offer music and weather.

Glen Gardner and Hampton, New Jersey — Washington Cable Co., which already passes 1200 Washington homes, is installing service to Glen Gardner and Hampton. Leaseback arrangements are being negotiated with the New Jersey Telephone Company.

Galion, Ohio — April 1 was the date set for energizing the Galion, Crestline system. The 365-foot tower erected by Advance Industries of Sioux City, Iowa, will receive 11 channels from Columbus, Cleveland and Toledo.

Ardmore, Okla. — The addition of microwave, announced by Bob Lewis, manager of Ardmore Yumore, will allow subscribers to receive ETV channel KTEA from Oklahoma City.

Burns and Lakeview, Oregon — Burns Hines Cable Co. announced installation of 55 miles of cable for systems in these communities. Power Line Construction Co. is turnkeying the system for Jerrold Electronics Corp.

Seattle, Wash. — Dick Evanson, president of Telecab of Seattle, has announced completion of 50 miles of distribution system in Seattle's Greenlake area. Power Line Construction Co. installed the plant for Telecab.

Orangeville, Ont. — Orangeville Cable-Vu has announced that construction has begun on a system for this city. Noram Cable Construction Ltd., shareholders in the corporation, is doing the engineering, Pole rental agreements have been signed with the Orangeville Hydro Electric Commission.

Manchester, Vt. — J. J. Mueller of Manchester TV Corp. has announced that engineering has begun on a new system to service the Stratton Ski area.

It isn't new to the many firms that we've been supplying in the Southwest. We've been a leading communications supplier to people in our area for over six years. But now we're concentrating on CATV. And for good reason.

Southwest Suppliers offers the most complete inventory of CATV equipment in the Southwest. From antennas to drop wire, from electronic gear and line supplies to cable casting equipment, we have it. Ready for you . . . awaiting your order. And we feature overnight delivery.

If your cable system is in Louisiana, Texas, Kansas, Arkansas, New Mexico, or Oklahoma, Southwest Suppliers should be your supplier. We'll arrange Turnkey services for you, too. Call us today for complete service.

SOUTHWEST SUPPLIERS, Inc.
9011 GOVERNORS ROW / DALLAS, TEXAS 75247 / AREA 214 631-1963

April, 1968
Without it, you have video sources.
With it, you have a television production system!

The most significant development ever for CATV program origination.

TeleMation-turnished cameras, old or new, are easily converted to full broadcast specs. Your subscribers will praise the crisp, roll-free picture quality. Your personnel will applaud the professional ease of operation and extended usefulness of the system concept.

Features —
• Solid state, synchronous vertical-interval switching
• EIA or Synchronous Industrial standards
• Separate program and preview busses — six inputs
• Cameras convertible to self-contained operation
• Built-in video level meter and gain and pedestal controls
• Desk-top mounting for one-man operation.

Request Form TPB 90 for complete technical data.

TELEMATION, INC.
2275 South West Temple / Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Telephone (801) 486-7564
No ordinary Time/Weather machine is worth $5,495.00!

... But TeleMation's TMW-97 WEATHER CHANNEL® isn't ordinary...
besides time/weather service, you get provisions for film, slides, live pick-up and broadcast specifications. Check these exclusive features:

2. 81-Capacity professional slide projector
3. Slide Sequencer (permits operation with less than full turret) — now standard
4. CABLECASTER® convertible — meets FCC specs when operated with TeleMation CABLECASTER® systems
5. TeleMation IC sync generator for greater stability
6. Unique lighting system for shadowless meter presentation.
7. Pan & tilt feature — permits instant conversion for live pick-up.
8. Full local control for left and right dwell inter-values, lamp intensity, scan and slide projector operation.
10. TeleMation screen splitting and automatic programming accessories permit shared-channel presentation with other services.

Don't buy an ordinary time/weather machine — you get so much more with TMW-97 WEATHER CHANNEL®.

*Trademark TeleMation
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

TELEMATION, INC.
2225 South West Temple/Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Telephone (801) 486-7564
Here's a system sales builder that really gets the job done.

Here are 16 pages of facts that sell cable television for you. Already in its fourth printing, this lively booklet is rapidly winning friends and signing up new subscribers everywhere. It is a perfect sales tool to promote your system and its many services and benefits. And to make it directly effective the entire back cover has been reserved just for your message. Think of all the ways you can put this cable television booklet to work for you.

Shows how broadcast signals and CATV antennas work.

Pictures a typical Cable CATV home installation.

Don't wait any longer, initiate a program right now to get this valuable subscriber-building material in the hands of those not serviced by your cable system. It's an economical and unique approach to subscriber expansion for cable television systems. And it answers all the questions one might have pertaining to your own local operation. Send your order today for a free copy and prices of this system sales-builder.

Gives disadvantages and dangers of rooftop antennas.

Answers frequently asked questions about Cable TV.

SYSTEM PROMOTION SERVICES

207 N.E. 38th. • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105
Management Indecision

The first group Dante met in the Inferno were the wretched souls of those who could not make up their minds. They had lived without blame and without praise. Heaven cast them out and Hell would not receive them.

It's true, fortunately, that decisiveness is a principal and important characteristic of men who operate small businesses; the majority have built their careers on this ability to make good choices. "The buck stops here" may well be written over the desk of the system manager. An automatic calculator cannot be used to take over his responsibilities. A statistical machine clarifies the alternatives or may help narrow the area of risk, yet some risk remains. The manager's final choice remains his own.

Typically, this choice is made under pressure of time, with facts that are far from adequate. Most men must struggle against psychological and emotional blocks as well. Certain operators show few signs of struggle; they always seem to know what to do. A closer look at such a man may reveal that he hasn't faced a major choice in years. He did all his deciding years ago, in those heroic days when he started his system or won his way to its control. Today he may move in a rut deep enough to hide the realities of the world outside.

More common than the man in a rut is the man in a hurry; the manager who plunges into a choice as though driven by devils. Hair-trigger decisions (along with ulcers) form part of the stereotype this man fits into; the urge to decide is part of the essential urge to get things done, and some things get done that might better have been left undone. There's a vast difference between the prompt, adequate decision based on facts and judgment, and the impulsive driven decision.

Still the plunger has one advantage; he does make some sort of choice and thus clears the decks for action which has at least a chance of success. Far more handicapped is the drifter, the man who cannot make up his mind.

Habitual indecision not only prevents the growth of a business, but also disrupts current operations and destroys morale. A frequent cause of employee frustration, and a major factor which contributes to a climate in which cable firms cannot grow and develop is the unavailability of decisions from system managers who reserve the right to make them.

Persons with two opposite types of personality difficulty may have special trouble in deciding. The professional "strong man" who can be happy only when he dominates all situations has a pathological fear of failure. He worries even over small decisions, because if the slightest thing goes wrong it may crack his armor of infallibility and endanger his control.

The dependent character, whose self-esteem hinges on the liking and approval of his associates, has an even tougher time. When forced to make a choice, he tries to appease the contradictory demands of all persons concerned, and thus achieves total confusion.

In an industry such as ours, the system manager who becomes an effective decision maker can reach as far, climb as high, decide as daringly, as his basic abilities will allow. But he must remain aware that all decision is compromise, no plan is perfect. With his eyes open, he must choose from the various alternatives available in each situation. He must use past experience as his guide, yet be careful to give due consideration to the unknown possibilities of the future. He must develop and nurture his decision-making ability if he is to keep pace with the exploding world of CATV.
*YOU GET 20-CHANNEL CAPABILITY FOR THE PRICE OF 12 IF YOU USE KAISER CATV EQUIPMENT*

You get the 12 channel system you need now, but you also get — at no additional cost — the capability of increasing to 20 channels on your system. You simply add the channels as you need them, at no additional distribution system cost, and without signal degradation or the usual layout changes, module additions or "factory adjustments."

You save money by installing the Phoenician Series, and you profit from Kaiser's experience in the CATV field. The Kaiser reputation assures that you will receive the best equipment and the most knowledgeable service at the lowest possible price.

BUY NOW — AND GET YOUR EXTRA BONUS — 8 FREE CHANNELS

KAISER CATV CORPORATION | P. O. Box 9728, Phoenix, Ariz. 85020, Phone (602) 944-4411

member, world famous team of Kaiser Affiliated Companies
IMPORTANT ADVANCE IN CATV CABLE SUPPORT
FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN BIMETALLIC WIRE!

NEW!

New single-wire
ALUMOWELD®
CATV messenger

LOWER-COST, LONGER-LASTING PROTECTION
FOR YOUR CATV SERVICE

TEN GOOD REASONS FOR USING NEW ALUMOWELD CATV MESSENGER:
• Lowest overall cost
• Easily lashed to cable
• Eliminates costly replacements
• Compatible with aluminum-sheathed cable
• Corrosion resistance of aluminum
• Longer life than ordinary messenger
• Permanent high strength
• Greater safety factor
• Light weight—easy to handle
• Low-cost fittings

Now you can get dependable CATV cable support at a very low cost. Developed especially for the CATV industry, new Alumoweld CATV messenger combines the utility-proven strength and corrosion resistance of time-tested Alumoweld wire. Completely compatible with your aluminum-sheathed cables, Alumoweld's permanent cladding of pure aluminum is thicker than the protective jacket on any other aluminum-covered or any zinc-covered steel wire.

In a single, easy-to-handle wire, new Alumoweld CATV messenger provides protection unmatched by any ordinary messenger—and at lower overall cost! Mail the coupon today for engineering data.

World Leader In Bimetallic Wire
COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY
WIRE AND CABLE DIVISION, GLASSPORT, PA. 15045
For Export: COPPERWELD STEEL INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, New York

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY, GLASSPORT, PA. 15045
Please send me data on the new Alumoweld CATV messenger.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY  STATE  ZIP
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NAB BUILDING A "WAR CHEST" TO FIGHT WIRED CITY

In an earnest speech before broadcasters in attendance at the National Association of Broadcasters show in Chicago, John F. Dille Jr., chairman of the Future of Television Committee denounced the concept of the "wired city" and warned broadcasters that they may be called upon to help fund a "war chest" with which the NAB hopes to defeat the idea. Dille warned that the threat of converting television broadcasting from on-air service to cable must be taken seriously by all broadcasters, saying, the wired city concept "would envision a deliberate national project to phase out broadcasting and phase in wirecasting to the ultimate end that every American home would receive all of its television by cable." He said all broadcasters will be engaged "in what could turn out to be a fight for the very survival of free television in the United States."

Dille went on to say "It benefits us all to identify the problem and to understand the arguments that may be made in support of a new type of telecommunications . . . We must face the fact that many of the points that have been made in favor of a 'wired city' have immediate superficial appeal to those in high places." Dille listed some of the "arguments" put forth by wired city proponents and encouraged broadcasters to be ready to meet these reasonings with counter arguments.

COPYRIGHT STYMIED WITHOUT HOUSE HEARINGS

The promised hearings by House Commerce Committee on copyright and pay-TV now look unlikely, according to Washington observers. There is nothing on the Committee schedule and no prospect that there will be as the session fades toward the summer rush for adjournment, although Committee Chairman Harley O. Staggers (D—W. Va.) and Communications and Power Subcommittee Chairman Torbert H. Macdonald (D—Mass.) have been toying with the idea of hearings for months. Last year the Committee forestalled FCC activities leading toward approval of pay-TV with a promise of hearings early this year. A Committee resolution calling for another such postponement may be in the offing this session and such a request would almost certainly be honored by the present Commission.

Chairman Staggers and the Committee protested last year when the House Judiciary Committee reported out a bill providing for varying degrees of CATV copyright liability. Commerce felt it was an encroachment by the Judiciary Committee on their territory. Acceding to Chairman Staggers' Committee, the House clipped the entire CATV section on the promise of hearings. The Senate Judiciary Committee presently has a copyright bill. If that bill is passed by the Senate, the House may again block passage of the CATV section over which the Commerce Committee feels it has jurisdiction.

SYSTEM WINS IMPORTANT STAY FROM 9th CIRCUIT

In a rare move which could be precedent-setting, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has ignored FCC objections and granted a Washington cable firm 60 days in which to prepare legal arguments to be presented to the court. Port Angeles TeleCable originally submitted a petition to the FCC for waiver of an order requiring the system to protect KVOS-TV, Bellingham. The informal petition filed by the system manager failed to include legal reasons
why the waiver should be granted—nor did it request a hearing. The FCC denied the petition. When the system secured counsel, Robert D. L’Heureux, and asked for a review of the Commission’s decision in the U.S. Court of Appeals, the FCC protested saying that since the legal arguments hadn’t been raised in the petition, they could not later be raised in court.

L’Heureux challenged the Commission and requested the court to grant a stay, allowing the system time to prepare its legal arguments. He told the court, “The system manager filed an informal petition prescribed by the Second Report and Order. Port Angeles Cable is also a member of NCTA, and the association has filed extensive briefs regarding waivers.” The court upheld L’Heureux’s argument and granted the stay, a decision which the attorney called “very encouraging.” Several systems have filed their own informal petitions which did not include legal arguments and since the court has approved L’Heureux’s argument, the systems may be able to look to the Ninth Circuit for precedent.

COMMISSIONERS AIR “FAMILY FIGHTS”

When the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on anti-trust and monopoly requested FCC testimony at recent hearings, they were asking about the effects of the proposed “Failing Newspaper Act” on broadcasting—not about CATV. What they got from FCC Chairman Rosel Hyde was brief testimony on the legislation—and a lengthy recital on cable television.

Hyde presented the majority statement on the newspaper act to the effect that the bill is not within Commission jurisdiction. He testified that newspaper ownership has presented no problems and is being adequately dealt with on a case-by-case basis. The subject of cable TV came up in the context of Hyde’s comments on the dangers of monopoly and the Commission’s concern with concentration and diversity in communications media. He said, “Jurisdiction has been asserted . . . only to the extent necessary to prevent disruption of our television allocation goals . . . as with newspapers, we can consider joint CATV-broadcast ownership in our broadcast licensing activities.” Hyde then went on to give detailed background on the FCC’s handling of the systems.

If the subcommittee members were not particularly interested in the Chairman’s remarks, the other FCC Commissioners certainly were—and their reactions resulted in the public airing of bitter policy battles which usually take place behind closed doors. Commissioner Lee Loevinger said the FCC is already going too far and that it is tending to substitute the “judgment of regulators for the workings of the free market,” to the detriment of genuinely free competition and the public interest. He said, “What has greatly shaken my faith in the ability of a regulatory agency to regulate an industry is its inability to control its own staff.” Commissioner Nicholas Johnson commented that it is “a question of whether (broadcasting) interests are already so powerful that the FCC, Congress and the President are unable to control them.” On the question of monopoly, the Commissioners were widely divided. Hyde contended that there is no concentration in TV nationally and “it is not characterized by concentration in any market.” Commissioner Robert Bartley, on the other hand, said the three networks and multiple owners such as Taft, Cox, Westinghouse and Storer are monopolizing the largest markets. He added that most became multiple owners, not through comparative hearings at which the FCC could choose between applicants, but by the device of buying existing stations. Johnson said that, while advertising and other monopolies of this type are important, “far more important to the FCC is the market for ideas. That is our relevant market.”
Collins' new CARS Band* microwave system delivers crisp, true colors, high resolution black and white—and sound to match.

With the MW-808D's low differential gain, low phase distortion and excellent linearity—and with its solid-state, crystal-controlled transmitters and receivers—you can maintain sharpness, clarity and definition in video transmitted over hundreds of miles.

The same benefits are available in other new Collins systems—both IF heterodyne and re-modulating.

For a new "Video Systems" brochure, write to Collins Radio Company, Microwave Marketing, Dallas, Texas 75207.
Supreme Court Hears Copyright, Jurisdiction Arguments

A Supreme Court hearing is always high drama. The justices in their classic robes . . . attorneys in full formal dress . . . impressive arrays of legal volumes. But it is more than storybook drama when the welfare of thousands of men and women in cable television hangs in the balance.

On Tuesday, March 12, the nine justices of the United States Supreme Court heard oral argument on the two major issues facing the cable television industry today — FCC jurisdiction and copyright liability. The San Diego case, argued first, presented basic questions of the Commission's authority to regulate CATV. The Fortnightly case which followed dealt with the issue of copyright payment by cable operators.

These scant four hours of argument climaxed years of litigation in lower courts. The Supreme Court now has before it the full records of the court proceedings thus far; it has voluminous briefs and memoranda on each litigant's position; it has numerous friend-of-the-court briefs from many parties in interest. All designed to aid — and persuade — the justices in making their joint judgment.

What exactly will be the import of the judgment? . . . It is unpredictable. Both cases could be settled on narrow grounds that would leave major questions still unsettled. If the Supreme Court agrees that the FCC had no right to issue the order in San Diego, it could do so on grounds which would still leave the issue of FCC regulation unsettled. However, if it upholds the Commission, it would automatically uphold the right to regulate. In the copyright case, Fortnightly based its argument on nearness to the stations it carries, and if the Supreme Court decides merely there is no copyright liability in a station's coverage area, this would leave liability outside this area still open to legal question. If, however, it decides CATV is unconditionally liable, that would be a national precedent with tremendous impact.

All of the explanations, defenses, arguments are past now, and all the evidence in. Brief summaries of each of the major arguments are given below. The Supreme Court's decisions, whether narrow or broad, will be based mostly on this information.

SAN DIEGO ARGUMENTS

Aided by questioning by one of the justices, Southwestern Cable lawyer Arthur Scheiner and Mission Cable TV attorney, Robert L. Heald, mounted a strong attack on the FCC's assertion that it must regulate CATV to preserve local service. Scheiner and Heald asked the Supreme Court to uphold an Appeals Court decision striking down an FCC interim order to San Diego CATV systems not to expand pending a hearing on CATV impact on local San Diego stations. The FCC and Midwest TV, on the other hand, pleaded for reversal in the San Diego case.

Henry Geller for the FCC was the first to argue. He attacked CATV, saying that it does not serve rural areas, that it is a form of pay-TV, and that it is not a local service. Geller also contended that ghetto residents will be deprived of television if CATV becomes the major means of distribution. The FCC's rules of local station carriage and non-duplication, he said, are necessary for protection.

He based the Commission's case on CATV's impact on TV allocations policy and the threat to FCC jurisdiction. Geller emphasized particularly the Congressional and Commission policy of encouraging maximum local TV service and the development of UHF. "CATV can be helpful," he said, but he argued that, in San Diego, cable represented the destruction of local stations, particularly UHF.

Justices Question Geller

Justice Byron White questioned the issuance of such an order as that in San Diego without an evidentiary hearing. Geller answered that all the pleadings were on record. He said, "The FCC was trying to get the facts and get them before it was too late . . . once a CATV becomes entrenched . . . people come to rely on it . . . and it can't be dug out."

Justice Abe Fortas asked, in view of the FCC desire to protect local TV service, whether the FCC required network affiliates to provide any local program service. Geller admitted that the Commission has no such requirement, but said that average local service by network affiliates on a voluntary basis is 16% of air time. He conceded that about half of that is news. In answer to another question by Justice Fortas, Geller admitted that cable-carrying network affiliates are regulated only through common carrier rules. Fortas asked, "Is there a difference between the power to regulate network cable and power over CATV . . . Is there a meaningful difference?"

Justice White then asked if the FCC would claim jurisdiction if there were no impact on broadcasting, and Geller responded that the Commission would have the jurisdiction but would not use it. He denied the Commission has ever disclaimed jurisdiction in the past and said it merely held CATV at that time had no impact on broadcasting.

Scheiner Rejects FCC Jurisdiction

Arthur Scheiner for Southwestern Cable was first to argue the CATV position. He claimed the FCC has no jurisdiction over interstate communications by wire, except for common carriers, and that the Commission has never
asserted any such power despite thousands upon thousands of miles of non-common-carrier interstate communications wire. He referred to AP, UPI and network cables over which the FCC had expressly disavowed authority, and he said an "absolute and four-square analogy to the networks," exists in CATV cable.

Chief Justice Earl Warren asked whether there would be any regulation of CATV without FCC regulation. Scheiner said CATV is regulated at the state, county and city levels. Warren replied that the effects of CATV go beyond state lines and that one state is not interested in protecting another. Scheiner pointed out that the FCC can ask Congress for power to regulate CATV, and that the Commission has in fact asked for such power and Congress has not seen fit to confer it.

Scheiner also criticized the Second Report & Order. "The first time we will be advised of what the Commission intends to do," he said, "is when the Commission issues its final report . . . we have been in the dark." He accused the FCC of saying, in effect, "we can change the rules of the game at any time we please for anyone we please." And he added, "That is the standard on which our case has been tried." He termed "an anomalous situation" the fact that a microwave system regulated by the FCC could exist side by side with an all-wire system, and said this is only one of the complexities demonstrating that Congress should make the final decisions.

"FCC Powers Not Limitless"

Robert L. Heald, lawyer for Mission Cable TV, said the FCC can't regulate CATV because the law specifies that regulation must be in furtherance of the Commission's licensing function. If the FCC is to regulate CATV as radio transmissions, then it must follow procedures laid down by Congress such as qualifications of applicants for licenses, etc., he argued. The FCC's CATV rules, he said, are designed solely to protect stations from competition. Heald added that Congress did confer broad powers on the FCC, but "this court has
said these powers are not limitless."

Heald pointed out that the Commission was directed by the court to consider economic impact of new broadcasting stations on existing ones, yet it has never withheld a broadcasting license for that reason. Now it seeks to protect stations from CATV which could be a prime source of competition for the networks. If there is a need for protection, he argued, Congress should make the decision. "A federal agency should not be allowed to pick itself up by its own bootstraps and enter a new field."

**Fortas Questions**

**Broadcasters' Statement**

Ernest W. Jennes, representing Midwest TV, was hit by Justice Fortas when he summed up the case for San Diego broadcasters with the remark that the FCC's power to regulate CATV flows from explicit language in the Communications Act. Fortas said, "Explain to me how CATV fits into that definition" in the Act.

Jennes said the San Diego situation presents a "clear and present danger" of concentrated control of information media in that Los Angeles stations might dominate the San Diego market.

**COPYRIGHT ARGUMENTS**

Robert C. Barnard, representing Fortnightly Corp., asked the Supreme Court to reverse anti-CATV lower court decisions putting the industry fully under copyright laws. The film industry's Louis Nizer argued for the opposition, asking the high court to sustain the full CATV copyright liability in the United Artists vs. Fortnightly case.

Barnard led off the case by divorcing the Fortnightly situation from that of CATV systems which carry distant signals. He told the court the West Virginia systems he represents are in a rugged area within or near the Grade B contours of all stations carried and the public in these areas has been licensed by copyright owners to receive the programs by whatever means they choose.

He said the systems originate no programs, and that, if there is any rendition of United Artists movies, it is in the private homes of subscribers. In order to come under copyright law, he argued, there must be a public performance.

The key question is whether CATV is any kind of a performance, he added, and mere reception of electromagnetic signals conducting these signals to homes is not a performance. Justice Byron White said that stations don't do anything to network's broadcast signals but receive and transmit them. Barnard replied that this is different because the stations in any event are procuring programs for broadcasting, whereas CATV makes no arrangements for any program and doesn't sell advertising.

The "critical question" he said, is what the public could receive off the air by co-op or apartment house antennas or by their own antennas.

In an area where there's no evidence of Congressional intent, he told the justices, the court should consider the Dept. of Justice charges that copyright owners could gain a monopoly over CATV. Past damages alone could mean a take-over of the CATV industry by copyright owners, and even without damages copyright owners could exert practices which might force systems out of business. He charged that copyright owners "want to control competing television stations for their own purposes through exclusive licenses," and said that the Supreme Court "should not strain to expand the statute for this purpose."

**Nizer Hits "Unjust Enrichment" of CATV Operators**

The famed Louis Nizer appeared on behalf of United Artists, and began by denying that CATV is essentially small-town and small-business. He quoted the cost of Fortnightly's own equipment and cables as in the millions of dollars and said the company takes in $630,000 a year from 15,000 subscribers. He added that corporate giants and multiple owners are entering CATV and that the industry is going into the nation's largest markets.

Nizer said, "It all boils down to the fact that CATV is taking copy- (Continued on page 26)
Calendar

April 19. The spring meeting of the Mid-America CATV Association will be held at the Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City, Okla.

April 24. A special technical meeting of the New York State Community Television Association will be held in Syracuse, New York, at the Country House.

April 25-27. The Texas CATV 8th Annual Convention will be held at the Marriott Motor Hotel, Dallas, Texas.

May 7-8. The NCTA executive committee will hold a meeting in Washington, D.C.


May 13-16. The 12th annual convention and trade show of the National Community Antenna Television Association of Canada will be held at the Empress Hotel, Victoria, British Columbia.

May 17. New York State Community Television Association will hold its annual spring membership meeting. Place to be announced.

June 3-5. The NCTA board of directors will meet. Place to be announced.

June 4-6. The 2nd Annual Microwave Exposition will be held at the San Francisco Hilton Hotel, San Francisco.

June 30-July 3. The 17th annual convention of the NCTA will be held in Boston, Mass., at the Sheraton-Boston.
If We Were Name Droppers

We would list 15% of all the CATV systems in the country because we have provided them.

THE MONEY TO MAKE MONEY WITH

In communications financing, there is no substitute for experience. Call us collect today.

righters' material free" and terms this "unjust enrichment . . . unfair competition with stations that pay." He also told the court that out of CATV collections, 72% is profit, and he said the average system nets 59% per year on capital investment. These figures are possible, he added, because they don't pay for what they sell.

In answer to questions by Justice Fortas, Nizer promised that the film industry would go easy on CATV copyright terms because "we don't want to hurt our customers." Then Fortas said Nizer appeared to be ignoring the distribution history of the motion picture companies that resulted in a sweeping series of government anti-trust suits against these companies. Nizer said the outcome of these cases, adverse to the industry, guarantees present film industry conduct. He added that "we want to encourage new customers to grow."

He warned that at the rate CATV income is growing, the infant industry will soon outgrow television. He said any exemption of CATV from copyright laws would be changing those laws that are now written, and any effort "to curtail or review or modify the copyright laws is in the province of the Legislature" and not the court.

Brennan Questions

Grade A CATV Liability

Justice William Brennan said if there is a CATV system in a Grade A coverage area, there is still only one performance. "How can it become two performances if somebody uses CATV to improve reception . . . what does it matter if in New York City there are a million CATV homes?"

Nizer said that many wouldn't see the program at all if it weren't for CATV, and he added that the first showing of a program usually doesn't pay its costs, that syndication is needed. Brennan persisted, "This is really the nub of this case. Is it another performance?"

Justice Byron White asked why it is a performance if a homeowner with a large-screen set invites people in and charges a dollar. Nizer said reception for profit is a violation, but he said he wants to make clear his industry does not argue for hampering or for charging for any other reception. He argued against exemption also on the grounds that Congress has always exempted specifically, as in the case of juke boxes — and they bitterly regretted that exemption. CATV, he added, is already the giant that juke boxes have now become.

Fortas Questions Benefit To Copyrighters

Nizer said the only FCC regulatory policy is to lessen unfair competition of CATV with stations, and that the FCC has held much of the problem is due to CATV evasion of copyright payments. He said that only CATV systems will profit by the claimed exemption, but that 16,000 actors, 3,000 writers, 3,300 directors, 17,000 members of ASCAP and 14,000 members of BMI will suffer along with the film companies who have invested millions of dollars in copyrights. Fortas said, "It doesn't shape up that way," the value of copyrights in fact increased by the increased number of viewers provided by CATV. Nizer retorted that copyright owners lose more through loss of outlets than they gain by larger audiences for the fewer stations.

Barnard, in rebuttal, said that if you are going to charge for reception and transmission, you can't exclude master antennas which get their payments through higher rents. Of Nizer, he said, "he wants to prohibit reception so he can practice exclusivity in the market."

These then are the issues. Is CATV detrimental to the local broadcast industry and to UHF stations in particular, or is it simply an extension of existing communications? Is it a threat to necessary FCC regulation of the spectrum, or is it a new medium which provides the prospect of healthy competition with existing media? Is CATV carriage of copyrighted materials "public performance for profit," or is it only a service which improves TV reception? When the decisions of the justices will be announced is unknown . . . the Supreme Court is unpredictable. Hopes are that the opinion will be written before court adjournment in June. But there is no guarantee.

(News continued on page 28)
Making coaxial cable for CATV is the start.

Making it ultra-distortion-free for color TV is the payoff.

That's why Hatfield developed Comtenna.
214 Decision Forecast

A full day of oral arguments before the FCC has left the CATV industry hopeful concerning Commission interpretation of Section 214 of the Communications Act and it's effect on cable-telephone company leaseback arrangements. Washington attorney John P. Cole, Jr., predicted that a quick decision "would not be unlikely" on the question whether telcos must obtain certificates of convenience and necessity before constructing leaseback systems.

The length of the session was one indication of the importance of the issues. The hearing convened at 9:30 a.m. and lasted until 6 p.m., with only a break for lunch. More than usual interest was evidenced as well, according to Cole, by attendance of all seven Commissioners.

The FCC's Common Carrier Bureau and the CATV Task Force joined with NCTA and other industry representatives, including several state and regional CATV associations, in urging the certificate requirement. Bruce Lovett, NCTA general counsel, raised some of the basic policy questions posed by the case: Does telephone company service include all existing and future telecommunications services under the concept of private-line service?

And who would control construction of telco communications channels if the FCC does not? A Commission refusal to consider such questions, he felt, could result in the Bell System and other companies owning the equipment to provide the telecommunications services of the future "without anyone having made the fundamental decision that this is in the public interest."

Special counsel Harold Farrow was retained to assist Lovett in presenting the issues involved in Section 214 as they relate to companies other than Bell. Farrow said that "the evils of monolithic telephone company control over all forms of land-line communication ... are just as omnipresent within the operating territories of independent telcos as within Bell territories" and that, while General Telephone and United Utilities may be small compared to Bell, they are each of enormous size. "It is no comfort to a man being eaten alive by a tiger," Farrow said, "to learn that he is safe from the risk of being killed by an octopus."

The telephone companies argued that leaseback service is intrastate and therefore not subject to federal jurisdiction; and, further, that if the service is held to be interstate, it is exempt from Section 214.

Cole, a veteran observer of the Washington scene, predicted that, for once, the Commission and CATV will see eye to eye. "For one thing," he stated, "it is much easier arguing for jurisdiction than it is against."

But the "real issue" according to Cole, is which way the Commission will move once jurisdiction is asserted. On that, he said he would have to adopt a "wait and see" attitude. Federal regulation alone would not necessarily be a barrier to the take-over of CATV by the telcos which some industry observers foresee. "Telephone companies have lived with federal regulation before," Cole pointed out, "and they can actually turn regulation to their advantage at times." He did, however, discount the likelihood of this happening. He said he thought the Commission had "learned its lesson" and would be reluctant to create another giant monster.
Mass. Council Report Due on New Cable Regulations

Charges and counter-charges of "irregularities" in the awarding of cable franchises are still flying in Massachusetts. The Mass. Consumers' Council is due to submit its final report on CATV to the legislature this month. Meanwhile the moratorium on granting franchises continues.

During extensive hearings held by the Council, State Rep. James R. Nolen led the attack on alleged abuses in franchise dealings. In one appearance, Nolen called CATV a "runaway horse" and urged strict regulation of the industry at state and local levels. Following Nolen's charges, the criminal division of the attorney general's office in Boston intensified their investigations. According to one report by the attorney general, matters under investigation include "payoff to local licensing authority" and possible underworld connections with some franchise awards.

The Consumers' Council interim report recommended "governmental regulation of CATV by joint arrangement between the state and municipalities, with primary responsibility for the granting of any franchises resting with the cities and towns." The report stated that such legislation is necessary since the federal government, through the FCC, is not prepared to "regulate CATV rates or the extent and quality of CATV service."

The Consumers' Council final report is expected April 18. According to Dermiot P. Shea, executive secretary of the Consumers' Council, "The Council is prepared to recommend to the General Court specific legislation dealing with authorization of CATV systems and recommendations concerning regulation of such systems in the areas of rate charges, technical standards and local organizations, especially of political campaign material.

"These are all facets of the regulatory problems as to which the FCC has disclaimed jurisdiction and which the Council believes should be considered in the public interest."

According to the report, nearly 30 Massachusetts communities are now being served by cable systems.
CARS Rules Cripple CATV Origination

Cablemen are still stinging from the latest major blow delivered to the industry by the Federal Communications Commission. All of the implications of the recently released Second Report and Order on Community Antenna Relay Services (CARS) and the simultaneous Notice of Proposed Rule Making (to provide for CATV-originated program transmission) have yet to be realized. But the initial impact is stunning.

The new microwave rules, which became effective March 22, had two purposes: to reallocate common carriers on the spectrum and to set technical standards for CARS. The effect, however, according to no less than three members of the Commission itself, is to erect further barriers to the growth of cable.

Common Carrier Reallocation

Common carriers serving CATV have been moved from the lower 4,000-6,000 megacycle band to the higher 10,700 to 11,700 band. All new and pending applications must ask for this new band, and when existing licenses come up for renewal in February of 1971, they, too, will be assigned here. Lower frequency renewals may be made, but only on a secondary basis to general and satellite-earth station uses. And all microwave stations within 50 miles of the 25 largest cities (census rank) must be in the upper band.

In adopting the Second Order on common carriers, the Commission denied reconsideration of the First Order. Those asking reconsideration were the NCTA; the National Association of Miscellaneous Common Carriers; a group of 39 common carrier licensees; Jerrold Electronics Corporation and Video Service Company; Micro-Relay Inc.; and the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters. Most of these objected to the rule that to be classed as “common,” a carrier had to show that 50 percent of its customers are unrelated to it. The new order retains this rule.

CARS Standards

The order also set a new band-width for CARS, allowing 10 channels, each 25 megacycles wide, in the band between 12,700 and 12,950 mcs. If these prove insufficient, additional channels must be obtained from common carriers. Under “special circumstances,” the Commission said, another 10 channels in the same bandwidth might be used. However these (also used by TV broadcast auxiliary stations) are still 25 megacycles wide and overlap the first 10.

To cable operators, the shift to higher, more limited frequencies means higher expenses. According to NCTA, “these higher frequencies will, in many instances, require a greater number of microwave hops to cover the same distance previously negotiated in the lower ranges.”

Original Program Transmission

Significantly, the Commission refused to provide for transmission of CATV-originated programming. Last fall the Commission prohibited using microwave stations in the Business Radio Service (the frequencies previously used by CATV) for relaying CATV-originated programs. That interdiction still stands, despite a proposal by the Commission’s own CATV Task Force which “would have explicitly sanctioned carriage of original programming.”

In lieu of making provisions at this time, the FCC issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making on the subject. The majority proposal pointed out that “CATV systems may need a point-to-point microwave link between the head-end of the cable system and the studio.

Three Commissioners Dissent

Negative response to the Commission’s actions was not limited to the cable industry. Commissioners Robert T. Bartley, Lee Loevinger, and Nicholas Johnson all condemned the order and proposal either wholly or in part. Commissioner Bartley called the entire order an “unjustified impediment to the advancement of CATV.” He said the shift in frequencies was not supported by a valid showing and added, “to transfer to more costly and less efficient relay service in the 12,000 mc band will logically result in CATV subscribers’ paying higher prices or receiving lower quality service.”

Commissioner Lee Loevinger branded the new limits as “technical sleight of hand.” He said, “Under guise of making a purely technical shift in frequencies, the Commission has again erected a bureaucratic obstacle to technological development which is unwarranted.”

While Commissioner Nicholas Johnson concurred with the allocations portion of the order, he spoke out strongly on the program orig-

(Continued on page 32)
For two decades Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc., has been building high quality communications towers. This experience, coupled with state-of-the-art design and manufacturing techniques, is your assurance that a Fort Worth tower is the most reliable tower you can buy. Since the early days of CATV, Fort Worth Tower Co. has specialized in CATV towers and support equipment. Every tower is individually engineered to fit each system's unique requirements — and at economical prices.

Fort Worth Tower Co. offers a complete array of support equipment, including head-end buildings, microwave reflectors, equipment lifts, and many other related items. You get maximum performance with a perfect match of equipment and accessories.

*Mobilt* HEAD-END BUILDINGS

Designed expressly to house CATV and microwave electronic equipment, Fort Worth Mobilt Head-End Buildings withstand any climate or location problem . . . house electronic equipment according to the most rigid standards. Your building comes with supporting I-beams. Simply drop on your site, connect the service inlet, and you're in business. Mobilts save you time and money because complete wiring is installed at the factory. Many options are available in size, outside finish, wiring and ventilation. You'll find a Mobilt exactly suited to your needs . . . at an economical price. Write us for full information on all Fort Worth quality CATV products.
he said, "has today manipulated a 
technical-seeming rule-making to 
screen from public view a warning 
which it once flashed to the cable 
television industry. That warning 
reads, for those versed in the 
complexities of FCC regulations: 'If 
you had any interest in developing 
CATV as a new source of television 
programming, forget it; the FCC 
intends to fight at every turn at-
ttempts to encroach on territory re-
served exclusively for the broadcast 
industry.'" His statement goes on 
to say, "Given a chance to make 
things difficult for CATV operators 
interested in origination, this Com-
misson will jump—no matter how 
small that chance is." Commissioner 
Johnson charges that the rule-
making proposal is an attempt to 
evade charges of industry protec-
tionism, but the FCC's "favoritism 
for the broadcasting industry" con-
tinues to undermine cable promise 
of program variety.

Commissioners Kenneth Cox and 
Robert Lee denied the charges 
contained in their colleagues' state-
ments.

---

**Texas CATV'er Receives Air Force Award**

Erwin Sharp, manager of the McAllen, Texas CATV system receives an Air Force award for outstanding television public service. A series of recruiting programs which resulted in "highest in the nation" enlistments were cablecast by the firm in cooperation with the U.S. Air Force. This is but one of the case histories featured in "Cableburst '68," a special insert in the Feb. 26 issue of CATV Weekly.

---

**It's all systems GO with CORFLO!**

(A unique, flexible underground plastic conduit)

Go for endless lengths. Go around obstacles. Go up and down hills. In fact, with CORFLO you can go almost anywhere, even up into the cable pedestal, all without kinking or special fittings.

But, there's more. Like the lowest installed costs. All you do is take CORFLO which comes to you in 1000 foot lengths and drop it into the prepared trench, just as you would cable. You can also bury CORFLO with a cable plow. Then you simply "fish" your cable through this economical "hole-in-the-ground." CORFLO bends to fit the shape of your job. No stopping for special joints. Need new cable later? Just insert it next to the original cable. No costly re-digging or re-filling.

Result: Lower installed costs, now, and lower maintenance costs in the years ahead.

That's why so many systems are going for CORFLO.

Get on the bandwagon. Make a collect call today to Pruzan, the distributor for CORFLO. The number is 206-624-6505. The same day your order is received, it will be shipped from a warehouse convenient to you. Additional information? Just ask for it and we'll send you complete specifications.

---

It's all systems GO with CORFLO!

**Specifications for 1-1/4" Diameter CORFLO**

- Weight: 15# per hundred feet. Price in Coils: $15.40 per hundred feet. Price on Non-returnable Wooden Reels: $19.65 per hundred feet. (Prices F.O.B. shipping point. Truck load quantities prepaid.)
- Heat-Shrink Couplings: $1.00 each. Shipping Points: Seattle, Washington; Middletown, Delaware; San Leandro, California. Phone or write for complete catalog and CORFLO sample. 1 1/4", 2" and 3" diameter also available.

---

CATV, Communication & Power Line Supplies

PRUZAN COMPANY

Phone 206-624-6505 / 1963 FIRST AVENUE SO, SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98134

April, 1968
100 Attend NCTA Cablecasting Seminar

CATV'ers received expert instruction and first-hand experience at NCTA's second annual cablecasting seminar held in Salt Lake City. The busy three-day program included panel discussions, lectures and workshop sessions as well as recreation on local ski slopes. Shown above, Keith Covey of Color-Tran Industries conducts session on studio lighting. For complete coverage, turn to page 64.

Hyde Named to Council

Rosel H. Hyde, Chairman of the FCC is one of five top-ranking civil servants appointed by President Johnson to the council of the new U.S. Administrative Conference. Jerre S. Williams, former University of Texas law professor who is heading the conference, described its purpose as being "the vehicle through which we can look at the administrative process and see how it is working and how it could be improved and how it could best serve the public interest."

Government figures other than Hyde who are serving are: Leonard Marks of the U.S. Information Agency; Commissioner Willard Deason of the Interstate Commerce Commission; Manuel F. Cohen of the Securities & Exchange Commission; Frank M. Wozencraft, assistant attorney general of the office of legal counsel, Dept. of Justice.

The FCC chairman served on a temporary conference that preceded this one in 1961. He headed a committee on compliance, enforcement and disciplinary proceedings.

CARE PACKAGE

One reason knowledgeable CATV operators specify Benco is because we're big enough to be a leader, and small enough to care. All of us.

Our sales people, of course, care. The quality control inspector cares. The shipping clerk cares. Even the Chairman of the Board cares.

Because we care, you get the highest quality equipment available, you get it at a fair price, and you get it as quickly as possible.
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Hyde Named to Council

Rosel H. Hyde, Chairman of the FCC is one of five top-ranking civil servants appointed by President Johnson to the council of the new U.S. Administrative Conference. Jerre S. Williams, former University of Texas law professor who is heading the conference, described its purpose as being “the vehicle through which we can look at the administrative process and see how it is working and how it could be improved and how it could best serve the public interest.”

Government figures other than Hyde who are serving are: Leonard Marks of the U.S. Information Agency; Commissioner Willard Deason of the Interstate Commerce Commission; Manuel F. Cohen of the Securities & Exchange Commission; Frank M. Wozencraft, assistant attorney general of the office of legal counsel, Dept. of Justice.
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Study Supports Cable Aid to UHF: Ford

In a recent membership letter, NCTA president Frederick W. Ford claimed that a study by the American Research Bureau has "explained another myth concocted by anticable television forces — that cable systems have an adverse effect on UHF broadcasters." The ARB report, conducted for Triangle Stations, dealt with television viewing in Binghamton, N.Y.

Nearly 80% of the cable-connected homes in Binghamton watch one or more UHF stations at least once a week, according to ARB.

But less than 47% of the non-CATV-subscribers watch a UHF station every week.

Ford notes that "cable is responsible for almost a 70 percent boost in UHF viewing — comparing cable-connected homes with those minus cable." He added that "the ARB results come at a time when organizations like the All-Channel Television Society are reportedly plotting new moves to deny the public the benefits of cable television and themselves the benefit of additional viewers."

Ford reiterated the NCTA view that ACTS was trying to create "a bogeyman outside the UHF industry to avoid an introspective analysis of UHF television's symptoms" when the UHF group petitioned the FCC to extend top-100 market rules to all markets. Noting "limited coverage of UHF station signals, Ford said "cable television is the great equalizer in... disparity between UHF and VHF."

Suggesting that ACTS has acted as an unwitting tool of AMST, he claimed that "the VHF-controlled Association of Maximum Service Telecasters worked diligently to gain passage of the all-channel receiver law, in order to preserve a token form of competition between VHF and UHF stations... AMST's greatest accomplishment has been the embracing by ACTS of a policy that would freeze cable and thereby prevent UHF from competing with VHF on equal terms."

FCC Plays Unwanted Big Brother to Broadcaster

Recently, WBOY-TV, Clarksburg, West Virginia, filed cease and desist proceedings against Bettervision Systems, which operates several CATV systems in that state. The broadcaster and cable operator, however, settled their differences without FCC intervention. Carroll Rollyson, president of Bettervision Systems, told trade publication CATV Weekly, "We were both happy with the settlement."

But the FCC had other ideas. The Broadcast Bureau advised the Commission that the settlement didn't fully comply with WBOY's non-duplication "rights."

Rollyson went on to say, "I guess the FCC doesn't think we can make an agreement. There were to be hearings in Washington about the cease and desist action of WBOY. However, before the hearings were held, we arrived at a mutual agreement concerning four systems. The FCC then said they would lay over the hearings until they got our agreement." The pact, however, was voted unacceptable by the Commission.
Firms Bid For Las Vegas System

Although seven firms made presentations last month seeking the franchise to serve Las Vegas, Nevada, it will be summer before the Public Service Commission rules which firm is chosen. The commission spent the entire month of March hearing the cablenmen outline their programs; the method of bringing in service, the areas to be served, financial data on the companies, programming plans, estimated costs of operation and suggested charges to customers.

Commission Chairman Reese Taylor said the commission will have to set the charges.

Firms and their principals making presentations were: Community Cable TV, Jack Kent Cook, a California financier, and Hank Greenspun, publisher of the Las Vegas Sun; Nevada Cablevision, Donald W. Reynolds, publisher of the Las Vegas Review-Journal; Nevada Utilities, William A. Gentry, a California systems operator; Clark County Cable TV, Sidney and Norman Lipkins, Long Island, N.Y., manufacturers of cable system equipment; Nevada Cable System, Phillip Zonne, a California systems operator; Time-Life Broadcast, Central Telephone Co.

Model CATV Franchise

In order to guide cities and towns in issuing cable TV franchises, the International City Managers' Association has formulated a model franchise. Among the items covered in the document are: provisions for the franchise fee to be paid the town; municipal power to review all records and reports of the company; an option by which the city may either buy or renew the franchise at expiration date; a provision for adding further regulations as the need arises; and transfer and assignment rights of the franchise holder.

The International City Managers' Association, founded in 1914, has over 3,000 members. Their headquarters is in Chicago, Ill.

Looking for a CATV contractor who stands behind his work?

Call CHUCK ROTH: Northwest's most experienced CATV contractor

- Highly skilled construction foremen and experienced crews.
- Thoroughly equipped with modern aerial equipment.
- Personal on-site evaluation and precise cost estimates.
- Complete system layout, design, and construction.
- Capability in power line and telephone line construction.
- Has performed turnkey construction for leading CATV group owners and manufacturers.

Power Line Construction Co.

IN CALIFORNIA: C.A. ROTH ASSOCIATES, INC.
2019 S.E. Hemlock Ave, Portland, Ore. 97214 (503) 232-2968
System Sales

See-More Cable Company, Marietta, Oklahoma, has been purchased by Charles and W.C. Whitecotton. The system, which has been in operation since August, 1965, will do business under the name of Telstar TV Inc. No immediate changes in operation are foreseen. Besides the local time and weather channel, the system currently carries 8 TV stations.

Livingston Oil Co. recently announced purchase of the Effingham (Ill.) TV Cable Co. Jack R. Crosby and Ben Conroy, president and vice president of GenCoE, recently merged with Livingston, are the principle stockholders in the Effingham company. The cable firm, serving more than 2,000 customers in Effingham and Teutopolis, will become a wholly owned subsidiary of Livingston.

H & B American Corp. has acquired an 80% interest, with an option on the remaining 20%, in

Radiant Cable Systems, Inc., of Portland, Oregon. Radiant Cable has a franchise to operate in Multnomah County adjacent to Portland. H & B has also agreed to purchase four systems in western Montana. The systems serve over 5,000 subscribers in Kalispell, Polson, Columbia Falls and Big Fork. Purchase price, including liabilities assumed, exceeds $1 million.

Foote, Cone & Belding Inc. has announced an agreement "in principle" to purchase controlling interest in WEOK Cablevision, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Part ownership of Lakeland (Fla.) Cablevision, Inc., has been purchased by the Tribune Co. of Tampa, publishers of the Tampa Tribune, and the Tampa Times and owner of WFLA-TV and WFLA-AM and FM.

King Videocable Company has agreed to purchase Precision Service, Portland, Oregon, CATV firm, from James B. DeFreitas. The Portland city council granted King Videocable permission to take over operation of the franchise serving Southwest Portland.

Mid-Continental Telephone Corp. reports it has acquired Hoopeston Cable TV Co., Hoopeston, III., through an exchange of stock. Mid-Continental operates telephone companies in 10 states and also owns Valley Master Cable Inc., Kittanning, Pa. and leases distribution cable facilities to other CATV firms in Ohio and Pa. Hoopeston Cable wire was strung on poles belonging to Eastern Illinois Telephone Corp., an operating affiliate of Mid-Continental. The cable system provides nine channels, and over 80% of the city's residents are subscribers.

A special stockholders' meeting was called March 20 to approve the Reeves Broadcasting Corp. purchase of cable systems in Huntsville, Alabama. Reeves now owns Television Distribution System in Huntsville and has agreed to purchase Video Cable Systems, Inc., and T&G Cable Co. Total subscribers in Huntsville number 15,500. The agreement called for re-territorialization of William O. Neal, 85% owner of Video, as an advisor.

WE OFFER ALL THE SERVICES THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE

B. C. CABLE CONTRACTORS LTD.

Providing complete CATV system construction in North America

- ENGINEERING AND PLANNING
- AERIAL CONSTRUCTION
- UNDERGROUND SPECIALISTS
- SUBSCRIBER INSTALLATIONS
- TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION
- SUBCONTRACTING CAPABILITIES
- HEAD-END EQUIP. INSTALLATION
- SUMMATION SWEEPING

WRITE OR PHONE

B. C. CABLE CONTRACTORS LTD.
1949 KINGSWAY VANCOUVER, B. C. 604 / 879-2631.

FLAMELESS BLOW TORCH

FOR FAST HEAT up to 1000°F

For applications requiring quick concentrated heat blast up to 1000°F, without flame. Softens, shrinks, cures, expands, reduces, and destroys. Temperature varied by air intake adjustments. 110-230V, AC motor, 3 wire plug. All 110V, models equipped with adapter for 2-prong receptacle. 8 ft. heavy duty cord. Continuous duty. 2" dia. x 3" long discharge nozzle.

Model HG 501—500°F. 115V—$49.90
(Other $44.30 to $67.85)

AERIAL HEATER BLOWER

For quick electrically heated air up to 750°F. For accelerating drying processes or for localized heating. B.T.U. 3400. Air velocity 2000 FPM. 110-230V, AC only, 3 wire plug. All 110V, models equipped with adapter for 2-prong receptacle. 8 ft. heavy duty cord. Continuous duty. 2" dia. x 3" long discharge nozzle.

Model AH 501—500°F. 115V—$59.95
(Other $56.65 to $90.25)

Send for information on hair dryers, hand and foot managers, vibrators, grass trimmers, hair clippers, food blenders and air purifiers.

APPLIANCE CORP., RACINE, WISCONSIN 53403

Write to Dept. 757
NOW for your CATV construction needs...

A BROAD, QUALITY LINE
OF HARDWARE FROM
McGRAW-EDISON...

A MAJOR HARDWARE
SUPPLIER TO THE
ELECTRIC UTILITY AND
TELEPHONE INDUSTRIES
FOR 60 YEARS.

FREE CATV CABLE
INSTALLATION HANDBOOK

Here's a complete guide for the construction of CATV transmission lines. Liberal use of illustrations—cover pole line, aerial, and buried cable techniques. It's yours for the asking.

SEND COUPON TODAY

NAME ___________________________________________
TITLE ___________________________________________
COMPANY _________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________
CITY ______________________________________________
STATE ____________________________________________
ZIP _______ TELEPHONE ___________________________

You can avoid unnecessary time and quality limitations on your CATV construction by having M-E meet your demands for product availability and reliability. Materials for pole line, aerial cable, and buried cable construction are available through our nationwide warehouses and CATV distributors. We've been supplying communication and power line needs for 60 years and have the broadest line of construction materials available from one manufacturer.

To help meet your specific CATV construction needs, we catalog a full range of items—everything from nuts and bolts, clamps, aerial cable hardware, and anchors to conduit, pedestals, and enclosures. In addition, our designers are developing new items continually to make each installation more economical and reliable.

FOR PRODUCT INFO LOCALLY, CONTACT
YOUR McGRAW-EDISON FIELD ENGINEER.

McGRAW-EDISON
POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201
Vikoa Inc. has agreed in principle to acquire Intercontinental Wire Co., Inc., Robesonia. At present market values, the purchase amounts to about $1.2 million. Intercontinental's gross assets amount to approximately $1.5 million, and Vikoa has assets of about $12 million. According to Vikoa president, Ted Baum, Intercontinental's present management would be retained.

The National Association of Securities Dealers has notified HTV Systems Inc. that its stock will be listed in local over-the-counter quotations. The manufacturing firm offered its stock to the public last fall. Development of CATV trunkline amplifiers is proceeding on schedule, according to management, and the company staff is being increased as required.

Entron, Inc. reports per share losses of $1.30 for the year ending December 31. This compares with $.07 loss for the preceding year. Figures are based on a net loss of $789,579 and $39,665 for the two periods respectively. Net sales for 1967 were $2,848,683 and $2,843,990 for 1966. These figures include both Entron, Inc. and a wholly owned subsidiary, Systems Construction Corp. Entron is engaged in CATV equipment manufacture, cable system construction and system ownership. During 1967 the company brought its total operating systems to seven, and at the end of the year, cable mileage totaled 614.3 miles.

Triangle Cable Co. last month published its formal offering of stock. Authorized capitalization of the Oakdale cable firm is for 200,000 shares: 52,000 shares are being offered the public at $5 per share. According to Pete Hall, the system's organizer, the stock will be offered first to local investors.

Farnham W. Smith, president of Atlee Corporation of Winchester Mass., and Charles H. Wright, president of Spencer-Kennedy Laboratories, Inc. of Boston, have announced agreement in principle for the merger of Atlee into Spencer-Kennedy. Holders of 115,435 outstanding shares of Atlee will receive four shares of Spencer-Kennedy for each three shares of Atlee held. Wright said the merger would "broaden Spencer-Kennedy engineering and design base, manufacturing capabilities and capital base." Atlee ended the fiscal year with sales of $1,900,000 and profit of $180,000.

Milton Blakemore, a Liberal, Kan. financier, and Larry Hudson of Iola, Kan. have announced the formation of General Communications Inc. which will own all the cable television systems formerly owned by the Hudson family as well as systems the company is presently seeking to establish. Hudson is president of Fredonia Cable Television and operates systems in Iola, Eureka, Humboldt and Coffeyville. Blakemore will serve as chairman of the board and Hudson as president of the new company. The firm has also been awarded franchises in Hutchinson and Madison, Kan. and in Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Collins Radio Company reports per share earnings of $1.91 for the 6 months ending February 2, 1968. This compares with per share earnings of $2.15 a year ago. Earnings figures are based on net incomes of $5,549,000 and $5,873,000 for the two periods respectively. Sales were $222,777,000 in 1968 and $206,181,000 for 1967. Collins declared a cash dividend of $.20 per share on common stock, payable in April to stockholders of record on March 25, 1968.

Essential Job - New Standard of Excellence: Performance - Specified CATV Connectors

FOR FULL DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS, WRITE OR PHONE US

COMMUNICATION DYNAMICS
289 NEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS, NEW YORK 10701
The IVC-800, engineered and manufactured by International Video Corporation, Mountain View, California, is the first helical-scan video recorder to offer this exciting combination of features at any price. A recorder that’s not only low-cost, but is versatile, easy-to-operate and maintain. NTSC color system results in more faithful reproduction with chroma stability not previously attainable. The IVC-800 is a significant breakthrough in helical-scan recorder design. Turn the page for price and details.
All this for $4200 complete! (monochrome $3800)

Full NTSC Color capability
All monochrome machines will record NTSC color signals. Single plug-in circuit board instantly converts unit for NTSC color playback. Conversion may be accomplished by anyone in the field purchasing a plug-in circuit board for $400.00.

High resolution
Patented pulse interval modulation signal system provides bandwidth exceeding 4.2 MHz resulting in 400 lines of picture information.

Just thread it and push the button
Electrical push-button control of transport permits all tape motion functions to be remotely controlled. Advance "Alpha" helical-scan tape path configuration with precisely fixed tape guides eliminates "lost" picture information and allows easier threading.

Full electrical remote control
Electrical push-button control with interlocked logic circuit permits all tape functions to be remotely controlled. Tape is automatically relaxed when stopped thereby eliminating unnecessary wear. These features permit the IVC-800 to be used in dial access applications.

90 second fast forward and rewind
Separate turntable motors for take-up and supply permit rapid fast forward, rewind and shuttling. Dynamic braking eliminates the possibility of tape damage. End of tape sensor activates stop circuit preventing tape spillage.

30% less tape, 8" NAB reel
Full one hour recording requires only 2150 feet of 1" tape operating at 6.9 ips, an average saving of $15.00 per hour.

Operates rack mounted
IVC-800 is the only recorder which can be rack mounted in 12¼"

of vertical space. Maintenance is made easier through use of full-suspension, pull-out mounting slides.

60 second head replacement
Video head may be quickly replaced by anyone anywhere using the special tool that is stored under the scanner cover. The head automatically seats itself in the correct position. Advanced design ferrite head is guaranteed for 500 hours (or six months).

Audio cue track
Second audio channel is provided for secondary audio or dial access control signals.

Weighs only 52 pounds
Precision casting and state-of-the-art engineering techniques have produced a rugged, yet truly portable recorder. Dust-proof cover eliminates tape contamination possibility.

Machine-to-machine compatibility guaranteed
All tapes recorded on any IVC-800 can be played back on any recorder using the 1" IVC format."

Stop-Motion feature
All units are equipped with stop-motion as standard feature. Electronic editing and slow-motion are options available.

NATIONAL SERVICE PROGRAM Field service, applications engineering, and systems engineering back-up are provided every IVC customer. Factory trained service personnel are available through our franchise distributors or on a direct factory basis. Standard industry warranty on all IVC products.

FULL NTSC COLOR SYSTEMS CAPABILITY WITH THE IVC LOW COST CCTV NTSC COLOR CAMERA. A demonstration of the complete IVC CCTV color system can be arranged by contacting IVC Marketing Operations, (415 — 968-7515). International Video Corporation, 67 E. Evelyn Avenue, Mountain View, California 94040. Detailed product literature on request. *Bell & Howell/GPL/RCA

INTERNATIONAL VIDEO CORPORATION 67 E. EVELYN AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. 94040 (415) 968-7515
Systems

Joseph W. Benes has been elected vice president of Cable TV of Santa Barbara, Inc., according to an announcement made by president Harry C. Butcher. Benes joined the system as general manager in February, 1967.

Metro Cable TV, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, has announced the following appointments: Frank Del Bosco is the firm's new project engineer; Vic F. Robins is system engineer; and W. J. Dobson has been named assistant to the general manager.

Chester Richardson has been appointed manager of Tomah State-wide TV, Tomah, Wisconsin.

Kelly Coats is the new manager of Llano TV Cable, Marble Falls, Texas.

Charles Williams has been promoted to chief engineer of American Cablevision's new El Paso System.

Clear Site TV-Cable Co. of Las Vegas announced the appointment of Rex King, as the new general manager. King is a former newspaper and radio executive.

Bob Cooper, Jr. has been engaged to supervise the technical operations for Valley Vision Cable TV's Amador County (Calif.) system.

James O. Marlowe has been named systems manager at Pioneer Valley Cablevision. He has been director of marketing and development at Pioneer since 1967 and will continue in this capacity in addition to his new duties.

Ervin Grant assumes the responsibility of general manager of the Pueblo, Colo., CATV system this month. He is presently vice president and account supervisor in the Los Angeles office of ad agency Foote, Cone & Belding, which has a majority interest in the system.

Edward E. Drake, manager of Town Television Co., Moab, Colo., has been promoted to administrative vice president of its parent firm, GenCoE Corp.

Harold Hux, manager of the Cablevision office in Whiteville, North Carolina, has been transferred to the Lomburt office, and Alton Ward has been named system manager for Whiteville and Chadbourn. Cablevision also announced the employment of Walter Johnson as technician for the system.

Suppliers

The Brand-Rex Division of American Enka Corp. has announced the appointment of Bruce Van Wagner as general manager. He was formerly director of sales and marketing for Enka's Wire & Cable Division. Brand-Rex has also announced several shifts in their sales staff. Duane Neville has been appointed branch manager for sales in Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and the Dakotas. Three new sales representatives have been appointed: Paul Ekstrand is responsible for sales in Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and the Dakotas; Robert O. Hardy is industrial market salesman in the Gulf Coast area; and William Lloyd Driver is sales representative for the Carolinas and Virginia.

TeleMation, Inc. has announced the opening of an Eastern affiliate office, TeleMation Atlanta, Inc. in Doraville, Georgia. John P. Weeks, former southern regional manager of CCTV for Diamond Power Specialty Corp., has been appointed district manager of that office. Weeks has 20 years experience in the field, having served as CATV project engineer for Muscle Shoals TV Cable Company and as southern CCTV sales manager for Motorola. He will be assisted by Edward D. Matthews, sales engineer for the new office. Matthews, formerly with Calhoun Company, will be responsible for direct ETV and broadcast equipment sales primarily in Georgia and parts of the Carolinas. TeleMation Atlanta, Inc. will serve Georgia, Louisiana, Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, Florida and the Carolinas.

Anacoda Wire and Cable Co. has named Andrew C. Verock chief engineer, overhead products. He has been with the company since 1966.

Duane W. Crist has been promoted to marketing manager, CATV at Anaconda Astrodata. He will direct the firm's marketing program to the CATV industry, including direction of field sales and marketing of turnkey systems.

Kaiser CATV Corp. has announced the appointment of George W. Henderson as field engineer. Henderson's CATV experience includes field engineering for
Ameco and Jerrold, and he has also worked as chief engineer for Cable TV of Santa Barbara.

Blonder-Tongue Inc. has announced that the Pruzan Company will serve as its representative for CATV products in the west.

International Telemeter Corp. has named Richard W. Loftus director of marketing. Formerly manager of special accounts for Entron, Inc., Loftus has also served as assistant to the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia and vice president of Jacksonville, N.C. Cable TV Co. Loftus is a member of the Maryland and D.C. bars.

Ronald N. Kahill has been appointed product manager, wire and cable for Superior Continental Corp. In his new position, Kahill will be responsible for the development of marketing and sales plans for all wire and cable products. In other personnel changes in the company, J. Allen Oxford has been promoted to plant manager of Superior's recently opened coaxial cable plant at Sherrill's Ford, North Carolina. Oxford has been with Superior since 1963. Frank J. Logan has moved from the position of assistant man-

---

**CATV EQUIPMENT CLOSURES**

- **TV-600**
  - 2360 Cubic inches
  - Backboard can be used to mount CATV components on one side, telephone termination on other side. Separate entry for either CATV or Tel. Termination.

- **TV-800**
  - 280 Cubic inches
  - Mounting Bracket furnished for multi tap mounting.

- **TV-1600**
  - 4320 Cubic inches
  - Backboard can be used to mount CATV components on one side, telephone termination on other side. Also available in 6200 Cubic inches. Separate entry for either CATV or Tel. Termination.

**Joint CATV and Telephone Closures Also Available**

WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICES

---

**UTILITY PRODUCTS CO.**

3111 W. MILL ROAD • MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53209

Phone 414-352-8500 • TWX 910-262-3428
On a job like this you want CATV cable that will last forever.

Amphenol seamless aluminum jacketed coax.

Just lay the cable and forget it. Years from now your Amphenol cable will still deliver the same high electrical characteristics that were documented in our test lab.

Our .500" and .412" feeders deliver 26 db or above structural return loss. Uniform 75 ohm impedance. Attenuation is low. For .412" at channel 6, 1.05 db/100' maximum, channel 13 is 1.65; the .500" is .84 db/100' maximum for channel 6. 1.40 for 13.

On a job like this, lay cable once with Amphenol. Your Amphenol Sales Engineer can give you the facts. Or write Amphenol Cable Division, 6235 S. Harlem Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60638.
The Dangerous Minority

Construction standards for cable television plant are the key to safe, legal and efficient system operation, as well as to good relations with both your subscribers and utility companies. For the minority of systems failing to meet such standards, it is time to review and upgrade.

While jeopardizing the entire cable television industry, a minority of system operators apparently remain oblivious to their responsibility to properly construct and maintain cable plant. The citizens' safety and welfare — not to mention the quality of TV viewing — are threatened in many cases by sloppy system construction. In such instances the safety of CATV and utility linemen is also imperiled. Are some of the faults mentioned below present in your system? If the answer is "yes," you owe it to yourself, your community and other cable television operators to take immediate remedial action.

Two decades ago, when the first cable television systems were built, there were no construction standards. In fact there were not even suitable materials, plans, tools . . . or trained personnel. Most of the early system builders lacked another ingredient — adequate financing. The result was a hodgepodge of open wire, steel sheathed military surplus cable, home-brew amplifiers . . . plus lots and lots of tape and imagination! (That the early cable systems worked at all is a tribute to the kind of innovating entrepreneur-adventurers who founded the CATV business.)

Lines were installed on utility poles, trees, lamp posts, buildings and an occasional fence post. Some systems alternated between aerial construction and direct burial of cable. In the arduous task of trying to get a viewable picture down the wire, some operators didn't worry about the finer points — such as pole attachment agreements, adequate climbing space or clearances. City franchises were not universally required.

But CATV owners weren't dissuaded by these details — and certainly their subscribers were not. While utility companies may have been concerned, few took cable television seriously. Even fewer rigidly policed their policies regarding the manner in which the new joint-users attached their cables and hardware to poles. In numerous cases the pole changeout or rearrangements would have been prohibitive and, thus, strict enforcement might have deprived some com-

An all too common sight: a cable television installer who left his hardhat in the truck. He is also supporting his ladder on telco line — which can create utility relations problem.

Recently installed drop cable has been conveniently draped across telephone line, apparently to avoid the expense of setting a pole or making a buried street crossing.

April, 1968
munities of their only possible source of satisfactory television. 

But during the nearly twenty years since cable TV came to Astoria, Lansford, Mahanoy City, Mineral Wells and Batesville, the fledgling industry has undergone transforming changes. Today cable television typically provides a half dozen or more crystal clear, snow-free channels — instead of just one or two. The sophisticated tastes of cable subscribers now dictate a higher degree of reliability and community service from the cable company. And city fathers demand a healthy franchise tax, plus consistent, high quality service. Most cable operators earn the patronage and loyal support of their communities through a constant effort to provide excellent TV viewing . . . while keeping a sharp eye on their public relations.

The "dangerous minority" constitute the exception. They are a danger to themselves, to their communities and to the cable television industry of which they are a part.

Who are they? They are the cable television operators

Cable is draped across telephone cross arm and could wear through aluminum sheath. Also, cable will flatten under wind and ice load, causing degradation of signal.

Above: Fiberglass measuring pole is used by TVC publisher Stan Searle to check clearance over street. Drop cable is 14’1” over traveled portion of roadway, nearly 4 ft. below minimum.

Below: Although plenty of legitimate communications space was available, television cable was installed 10 inches below power line bracket.
who, for a variety of reasons, have failed to recognize the absolute necessity for high standards of system construction. Cable plants operated by this minority endanger lives in some cases... violate state and local safety laws in almost every case... detract from the aesthetic appearance of the community... aggravate relations with other joint-users of poles... and usually fail to deliver the best possible pictures to the paying customer.

Like Burdick and Lederer's "Ugly American," this type of cable system reflects unfavorably — and unfairly — on the great majority of highly responsible and responsive CATV operators. But unfortunately for the CATV owners, while their industry was becoming profitable it was also accumulating detractors.

To those who seek to portray cable television as a profiteering, irresponsible industry, this "dangerous minority" supplies grist for propaganda mills. To regulation-minded legislators and regulators, the sub-standard cable system is an excuse which may be used in an attempt to justify specific state and local controls.

The operator whose plant is sub-standard poses many problems for others who are operating or attempting to get franchises in the same area. Poor quality pictures, labor problems, bad public image and poor utility relations spread fast by word of mouth.

What are the most frequent problems? Number one is undoubtedly, insufficient clearances. Cable television lines are frequently strung less than forty inches from power lines; sometimes practically in direct contact. From a safety standpoint, proximity of television cables to telephone lines may be somewhat less serious — but clearance violations are correspondingly more frequent and flagrant. Cable television house drops in direct contact with the phone lines are quite numerous in some systems. In a small southwestern town, cable is routinely draped across both power and telephone lines, apparently in order to avoid paying pole rental.

Failure to maintain climbing space is another wid-
spread problem. It is especially serious because it directly affects the ability of the lineman to move freely and safely on the pole. Failure to tie to common ground with telephone and power utilities is another way to jeopardize a lineman. A Washington technician, for example, was injured when he had to "cut out" and drop after becoming "frozen" between the TV cable and a lamp bracket by a potential between the two.

A less common discrepancy — but one latent with tragedy — is the placement of CATV lines outside the "communications space" on a pole. In an old Pacific Northwest system operated by a publicly owned corporation, we noted television cable installed over the secondary power lines on one pole. A man climbing the pole at night could very easily mistake the power for the television cable, because the two are simply transposed. Although the mistake would be understandable... it could also prove fatal. The responsibility for such an accident would fall squarely upon the shoulders of those who installed the cable on the pole, and upon the system operator who allowed the unsafe condition to remain.

Although it is perhaps a separate subject (and will be discussed in a future issue) the use of safety equipment deserves mention. It is the responsibility of the cable operator to provide his people with all necessary safety-tested tools and accessories, and to instruct linemen in their correct use. The right kind of ladder, regularly cleaned and inspected... gloves that are periodically tested... properly maintained climbing hooks, sharpened only by someone who knows the principles involved. An approved "hard hat"... proper clothing and footwear... safety cones... utility belt... and the right vehicle for the job are all essential to the lineman's safety and performance.

Although cable operators and telephone companies seem to have very little in common, other than the fact that they both use the same poles, CATV people would do well to emulate the Bell System's regard for safety. Bell obviously has the funds to equip crews and con-

Below: Instead of required 40" minimum, only 12" vertical clearance between cable and power bracket is provided. Obviously, the CATV cable was crowded in to avoid replacing pole. Telephone plant was already minimum clearance over street.

Below, right: Cable is installed above power line, violating state law, telephone company policy and good construction practices. Lineman must climb past hot lines to service house drop. Accepted procedure: add pole-top extension and raise power line.

Immediately above: Independent telco set this trap in Missouri. Phone line is between primary and secondary power conductors. Lineman must literally crawl among hot lines to reach telephone plant. (Photo courtesy of William F. Karnes.)
struct outside plants in a fashion that is beyond most cable systems' grasp. But the basics of clearance, climbing space, grounding and accepted pole line construction techniques can and should be observed by all joint users of pole plants. Tools and equipment, as well, can be adequate for safety without being prohibitive in cost.

The "dangerous minority" of cable operators, whose systems are inadequately constructed, probably have excellent "excuses," such as unavailability of financing for rebuild. And they may also take consolation in the fact that the telephone and power companies have pole violations, too. However, cable television is a luxury, not a utility, and doesn't have the protection from competitive forces that the public utilities enjoy. Consequently, cable television operators should strive to build and maintain a better and safer plant than do the telephone and power companies.

In summary, the unsafe, unsightly cable television plant is a bad advertisement for the cable system locally, for cable operators regionally and for the entire industry nationally.

Thoughtful cable system managers and owners will not willfully imperil their own employees or other linemen. Neither do they wish to create a hazard to their community's citizens, nor impair the signals delivered, due to slipshod plant construction.

Those who have unwittingly become a part of the "dangerous minority" should take appropriate action now to protect themselves and the CATV industry. Others should objectively review the condition of their cable plant and eliminate any isolated instances of substandard construction. Whatever the cost, it will be reasonable as compared to the possible consequences of inaction.

In CATV, call CAS for...

SOLID STATE HEAD-END EQUIPMENT

The CAS all transistorized Channel Control head-end gives you reliable performance...maintains original sound and video quality from antenna, microwave or local origination sources. Its wide range of local origination and remote control capabilities make the versatile Channel Control your best head-end buy!

Solid state leadership

Ten years' experience in building transistorized CATV equipment gives CAS the complete solid state capability...from head-end to subscriber TV set!

Buy DIRECT from CAS and SAVE. Write for catalog and postage-paid DIRECT ORDER forms.

The Potential Risks of Improper Plant Construction

- Personal safety of system personnel jeopardized
- Legal liability for death or injury due to contributory negligence through sub-standard plant construction
- Impaired service to customers — in picture quality and service interruptions
- Possible damage to private property, including subscribers' TV receivers (from improper grounding, etc.)
- Possible increase in insurance rates
- Poor public image due to conspicuously unworkmanlike cable plant
- Possible loss of CATV franchise
- Difficulties in renewing franchise with a minimum of resistance and competition
- Bad relationship with utility companies due to inconvenience or expense to them resulting from sub-standard CATV plant construction
- Possible cancellation of pole contract agreement
- Possibility of being billed for CATV plant rearrangement by utility, if conditions are not promptly corrected by cable company
- Encouragement of state regulation of cable systems
- Difficulty in hiring qualified linemen because of unsafe or unpleasant working conditions
- Expense of equipment repair and replacement caused by improperly placed lines (due to damage from vehicles, excavation, lightning; short circuits)

The correct safety equipment is essential for construction and maintenance personnel.
WHAT'S BETTER THAN SOLID SEAMLESS ALUMINUM SHEATHED CABLE?

PLASTOID UHF WELDED CABLE.

HERE'S WHY: Plastoid curves a sheathing of precision-rolled aluminum around the polyfoamed dielectric. Then seals it with one radio frequency weld that is actually stronger than the parent metal (as proved by ASTM tests).

"Seamless" sheathing is formed by extruding an aluminum billet through a bridge die. It has as many weldments as the die has bridges—usually three or four. In addition, uniformity of metal grain structure (temper) and wall thickness cannot be maintained by this process.

The exclusive UHF welding process used by Plastoid permits continuous testing. One of the final inspections is by a highly sophisticated eddy current testing device that can detect the slightest flaw. We break up hidden weak spots so you won't have a breakdown in the field.

Sweep testing of competitive "seamless" sheathing locates only the obvious gaps, crimps and thin spots. Fissures in the structure often escape detection. Until they're public knowledge. Your public.

Want to know more about fault-free high conductivity Plastoid co-ax? Give us a call: 212/786-6200. When you compare our specs, other cables will seem less.
Better known as the professionals, from International Telemeter Corporation.

They believe that honest-to-goodness old fashioned experience is vital in a new-fangled business like multiple channel transmission.

Standing (left to right) are Abe Reiter, Engineering Project Mgr.; Vic Plotkin, Asst. Chief Mechanical Engineer; and Pat Segrave, Engineering Project Mgr.

Seated (left to right) are Dick Loftus, Director of Marketing; Pat Court, Vice President-Research & Development; John Nyberg, Chief Mechanical Engineer; George Brownstein, Vice President-CATV Operations; and Carl Akrell, Engineering Project Mgr.

Engineers, technicians and marketing men,
professionals who can repair the flaws in your multiple channel transmission system.
While it’s in operation, or before it hits the cables.
All the way from “head end” set-up to consumer sales service.
And they can deliver or recommend the finest equipment in the industry, to fit your budget.

Wouldn’t you like to save time, trouble and money in the operation of your multiple channel transmission system?
All you need is an honest TV repairman.

International Telemeter Corp
2000 Stoner Ave Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
a subsidiary of Gulf + Western Industries, Inc.
This new directory lists over 3,000 CATV products and services offered by 887 CATV manufacturers, suppliers and professional firms.

(It's handy to have around.)

The new 1968 CATV Directory of Equipment, Services & Manufacturers is now available! It's the most comprehensive CATV directory ever published . . . and it's edited specifically to be of maximum help in your system construction and operation. Product listings cover every category of equipment from antennas to matching transformers . . . every service from system design and engineering to subscriber promotion and legal counsel.


The new 1968 Directory is an indispensable reference for CATV system owners, managers and technicians. Be sure you always have a copy on your desk, ready to help you with any CATV product or service. It can make the difference in finding the exact item you need in a hurry. It's just $6.95 . . . Order your copy today!
Your Public Image
During Construction

Advance planning; cooperation between system operator and construction contractor; and adequate preventive advertising and publicity can ease the strain on your relations with the public during a critical period for PR.

By Ed Cooper
Cal-Tel Construction Co.

In practically every business, the term "Public Relations" should be given primary consideration in everyday functions and decision making. The public, in almost every instance, is the final deciding factor as to just how successful a product or service company shall be.

From the beginning, the closely associated, community involved CATV operator is totally vulnerable to public criticism, and, therefore, subject to a very profitable or possibly disastrous public relationship. All of us, of course, prefer the profit side of any situation and want to do everything in our power to see that our business gets off on the right foot and stays there.

CATV system operators will normally go to great lengths to create the proper atmosphere and impression while competing for a franchise, business permit, or whatever is necessary for them to begin business. Subsequently, however, some of them tend to sit back, secure with the idea that all that remains is to build the plant and hook up the customers. Immediately, we recognize that the next contact with a very fickle public will be by those men who will actually construct the system. Men who will be on and around the property of every potential customer the CATV operator is seeking. Men who, with the proper training, would be a tremendous asset to the current and future sales efforts. On the other hand, their actions could create a most harmful impression if not directed intelligently.

One way to assure that construction crews will aid your public image, therefore, your eventual sales effort, is to prime the community by keeping it informed as to approximately where and when the construction crews will be in their neighborhood. This may be accomplished by simply using the most effective and convenient means of communications available in the area such as direct mail, local newspapers or even a salesman going from door to door just ahead of the construction crews. Whichever approach is used, it should be incorporated with an extensive pre-sales effort preparing the neighborhood of the appearance of construction crews and equipment as well as informing them of the service to be offered by the system. Each lineman may be supplied with convenient pocket-sized cards which may be handed to the inquisitive housewife. This card should contain a brief explanation of the service offered and a telephone number to call for further information. This will tend to hold conversations between the crews and the public to a minimum and assure that erroneous information is not being passed out by linemen who are not oriented in public relations.

There is no substitute for respecting someone's right to privacy, their integrity or their property.

The construction crew working on private property is subject to every possible accusation with little possibility of a strong defense. Therefore, it is most important to the contractor and the operator that good judgment be exercised in preparing the area and in handling of subsequent claims whether valid or not.

Work with civic groups; keep the local law enforcement informed; if there is a homeowner's association, meet with them and keep them aware of construction progress. Follow up on any complaint or inquiry immediately. The longer you put off responding to a customer's claim, the more irritated he becomes and the more time he has to pass his attitude to others. In the public's eyes, a construction crew represents your company, whether they are in fact yours or a contractor's. Close cooperation between a contractor and the operator is a prerequisite. Insist on the contractor of your choice recognizing your public relations requirements, and follow up to see that they are put to use and are effective.

I do not intend to give the impression that everything will be "peaches and cream" when using the proper approach. No matter what extent you go to in preparing your area, there will always be a few distasteful situations which must be dealt with. As I mentioned before, the public is very fickle and more apt to condemn rather than applaud.
Fire at Cablevision—Opportunity for Promotion!

A case history of how an alert CATV firm responded immediately to an apparent catastrophe, restored service in a phenomenally short time, and ingeniously used the situation for publicity.

When fire destroyed Victoria (B.C.) Cablevision's offices and head-end, system personnel reacted with a feat of technical heroics that had the head-end relocated and service restored almost by the time the fire was out.

Twenty-nine thousand subscriber sets went blank and hundreds of people flocked to Shelborne Plaza shopping center to witness the ravaging blaze. By 6:30 Saturday night, January 13 the gas-fed fire was well on its way, and before long had completely gutted the building. The offices and head-end equipment of Victoria, B.C. Cablevision were totally destroyed.

Even while a crew of 15 firemen fought the blaze, a crew of 12 technicians and engineers made plans to re-energize the system, and then set about to do it. Ten policemen attempted in vain to control the massive crowd, and youngsters skipped about the burning building, ignoring repeated hailer warnings to stay clear. At one point, dense boiling smoke made it impossible for firemen to get closer than 50 yards to the front of the burning building without masks, and at another time Cablevision linemen could be seen rerouting the main cable in the light of the blaze itself.

Since the main down cable ran in front of the home of chief technician John Foss, plans were made to use his basement as a temporary head-end. By padding the antenna inputs in order to level them out, technicians were able to utilize a single broadband line amplifier for all channels to restore service. By 10:30, less than four hours after the alarm had been turned in, 85% of Cablevision's service had been restored and was functioning very smoothly, and by noon the next day, all 10 channels, with the exception of the FM channel, were back in service. Meanwhile, 150 miles away, system personnel from Vancouver Cablevision drove 40 miles

*Flames belch from inside the Victoria (B.C.) Cablevision offices and head-end building which was completely gutted in the $100,000 fire. At right, linemen put finishing touches on the trunk rerouting job done during the fire the night before.*

April, 1968
Another Times’ first for the CATV industry: not just testing every reel of Alumifoam® coaxial cable that’s shipped out of our plant, but testing to guarantee that every reel will meet db and frequency ratings unmatched by anyone else.

This testing is unique in the industry—because the equipment to accomplish it is unique. We literally designed and built it ourselves, from the ground up, to do the precise testing we wanted—so that we could guarantee every reel at 30 db to 240 megacycles. In fact, at a slight cost, we can use our equipment to test at 29 db to 300 megacycles, and guarantee that too!

It's this kind of extra performance that Times engineers constantly strive for—and it means that you get first-quality cable every time you order.

You get other advantages too. Alumifoam® is made in continuous seamless lengths up to ½ mile—which makes for fewer splices, fewer trouble spots, less maintenance and lower installation costs. Also there’s no internal ridge to create a path for the longitudinal transmission of water or vapor—so it's moisture-proof.

Alumifoam’s long life, based on tests and actual use, assures you of continuous quality performance for years. And that performance includes carrying color signals without degradation and the availability of many additional channels beyond the normal 12 (a good point to remember when you expand your operation.)

So now you can be sure of the cable in your Cable TV —sure of 30 db to 240 megacycles—even 28 db to 300 megacycles...because Times tests and guarantees every reel. Doesn’t it make sense to get in touch with Times? Times Wire and Cable—a division of The International Silver Company/Wallingford/Conn. 06492. Phone (203) 269-3381.
to Haney where a new head-end sat idle, waiting for the firm's new system there to be started up. After cutting through a storm fence and breaking the lock on the door, the men removed the necessary equipment and were soon back on the road with enough gear to replace Victoria's loss almost entirely. In a matter of a couple of days Cablevision had replaced all major equipment lost in the fire.

The sales and billing operations were relocated, first in the home of another employee, then in the old unemployment insurance building downtown. Although Cablevision had suffered the loss of $20,000 in channel control equipment, $8,000 in test equipment, $8,000 in a new time/weather unit and $20,000 invested in recent office renovation, none of the 50 employees was out of work. According to assistant manager Stan Mahan, "The fire seems to have been a major inconvenience rather than an administrative or service catastrophe." Local radio news coverage continued until the following afternoon, and a second issue of the local paper gave the fire major coverage.

Handling of the incident at the administrative level was almost as dramatic as that at the technical level. The image of a defeated and ruined business was entirely avoided. Instead, the press was encouraged to emphasize the remarkable engineering "miracle" of getting service back on so quickly and publicity was handled in a manner which pictured Victoria Cablevision as a firm able to take a major upset in stride. A ¼ page newspaper ad was placed by the firm and was headed, "We sure had a hot time in the old town Saturday night." The ad copy stated, "We aren't exactly ready to receive visitors as yet, we have a few ashes on the rug—matter of fact the ashes was the rug...Warmly yours, Victoria Cablevision."

Total damage from the fire, including that done to an adjacent bank, was estimated at $100,000. Fortunately, the majority of the system's files escaped damage. Metal filing cabinets withstood the heat and were so thickly packed that in most cases only the folders' edges were scorched or water damaged. Now, as a result of what could have been a major catastrophe, all of Victoria's citizens, non-subscribers as well as the 60% of the residents on the cable, have focused their attention on the operations and crew of Victoria Cablevision.
Here are 4 prime reasons why COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS CORP is your best choice for CATV turnkey construction:

1. **Engineering**
CSC utilizes its own professional engineering department to serve you better. Total integration of system design and construction, including complete head-end surveys, assures efficiency in building, highest system performance. CSC specializes in total CATV system design and construction...understands your problems...knows how to solve them. State-of-the-art design concepts are employed to give you the most for your investment.

2. **Construction**
CSC backs every project with 6 years' nationwide experience in CATV system construction, including both aerial and underground techniques. Only full-time, permanent personnel — people that know CATV — form CSC's crews. Surveyors...linemen...technicians...all are craftsmen whose only standard is to give you maximum quality. Veteran experience guides every step of construction.

3. **Independence**
Benefit from the unique services of an independent contractor. No direct ties with equipment manufacturers or suppliers assures selection of equipment based on maximum return for your investment, without arbitrary selecting of brands. CSC is completely objective in this vital function. Selection is made for your system's requirements...done with your unique problems in mind. CSC works full-time with you as well as for you.

4. **Extra Service**
CSC handles the entire system design and construction project for you. Every detail is planned to remove the worry from your shoulders. This includes all liaison with telephone and power companies to determine pole line rearrangements. Total CATV experience guarantees superior workmanship in every phase of construction, done by people who enjoy working for you.

Let CSC handle your turnkey project...we'll make your problems our problems.

Call Jim Nishimura

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS CORP.
140 EAST MAIN STREET • HUNTINGTON, N.Y. 11743 • (516) 271-1262
COMPLETE SYSTEM CAPABILITY
Choosing Drop Cable For Your CATV System

Drop cables vary widely in both intended application and quality; selecting the best one for each application is a major factor in system performance and endurance...

By Jerome Cohn
Product Manager,
Alpha Communications Division

The wrong drop cables might work well at first, but cause customer complaints and unnecessary expense years after your system has been installed. You build a high tower to hold the best antenna you can find. You use preamps and filters and amplifiers and signal processors to get the strongest, cleanest signals possible. You choose reliable, cascadable amplifiers and top quality trunk feeder and distribution amplifiers.

But all of this expense and effort can be wasted unless your house drop cables are good.

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. And the house drop cable is the last link between your cable system and your subscriber's set. Therefore, it will pay you to choose your house drop cables with care.

There are literally dozens of types of house drop cables available. This article will give you an understanding of how to select the right drop cable for each CATV system, and discuss the most useful types from which you can choose.

All drop cables, of course, have a characteristic nominal impedance of 75 ohms. The formula for characteristic impedance is

$$Z_0 = \frac{138}{\sqrt{\epsilon}} \log_{10} \frac{D}{d}$$

where D is the diameter of the dielectric under the outer shield, d is the diameter of the center conductor, and $\epsilon$ is the dielectric constant of the dielectric. In other words, two factors govern the characteristic impedance:

1. The ratio between the diameters of the inner and outer conductors, and
2. the dielectric constant of the dielectric material.

Center Conductors

Every CATV Cable generates some signal loss, or attenuation. In a typical drop cable, the center conductor is responsible for about 75% of the attenuation. Generally speaking, the larger the center conductor, the less loss it causes. However, there is a limitation to a center conductor size. To maintain the 75 ohm impedance necessary for CATV, we have to increase the diameter of the dielectric when we increase the diameter of the center conductor.

Drop cables are generally about ¼" in outer diameter (O.D.) and of the RG-59 or RG-6 type. The largest practical center conductor for drop cables is #18 AWG, with a diameter of 0.0403". This cable will have an outer diameter of slightly more than ¼", putting it in the RG-6 class. RG-59 types, with O.D.’s less than ¼", cannot use center conductors larger than #20 AWG (0.032").

The most common metal used for cable center conductors is pure, solid copper. However, trunk and distribution cables sometimes use aluminum covered with a thin layer of copper. This tends to minimize cold-weather pullouts caused by the unequal expansion characteristics of aluminum shields and copper center conductors. In drop cables,
Around most TV stations, E-V lavaliers are taken pretty much for granted. Just hang one around your neck, or clip it onto lapel or pocket—and start talking.

Nothing could make us happier. Because we take great pains to insure the absolute reliability of these tiny microphones. And frankly, no other type of microphone poses a bigger design problem. The lavalier gets dropped, stepped on, swung by its cord, smashed and banged—not once, but often during its life. Most of the abuse is accidental—but inevitable.

So we developed a "nesting" principle of construction that is based on tolerances so tight that the internal element acts as a solid mass, reducing damage due to shock. And we use nothing but Acoustalloy® diaphragms . . . almost indestructible despite heat, humidity, dirt, or high intensity noise or shock.

We've also spent years developing cable specifications—and methods for attaching it. We've taken into account all the tugs and twists that are the fate of any lavalier cable. That's why our strain relief is so effective. And knowing that no cable can last forever, we've made replacement easy and fast.

Of course reliability by itself is not enough. So our field testing of E-V lavaliers is also devoted to sound quality. We must satisfy major network and independent stations on every score. As a result, E-V lavaliers can be mixed in the same program with stand microphones with no change in voice quality.

In the process of developing the lavalier, we've also made it smaller. Our original model was 7" long and 1" in diameter. Today's Model 649B is just 2-1/4" long, 3/4" in diameter, and weighs a mere 31 grams!

Of course TV studios aren't the only places you'll find E-V lavaliers. They're used in classrooms, lecture halls, conferences, stages and business meetings. And they offer the same year-round reliability with no compromise of sound quality.

Every E-V professional lavalier is protected by our unique 2-year unconditional warranty against failure of any kind, plus the lifetime guarantee of workmanship and materials that is an integral part of every E-V microphone. Full details are waiting at your nearby Electro-Voice microphone headquarters. Or write us about your special needs. We're ready to solve the toughest sound problems—off the shelf—all year 'round!

Send for your copy of the current Electro-Voice professional microphone catalog today.

Electro-Voice

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 481TV
697 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
pullout is no problem, but mechanical strength is.
Therefore, some drop cable center conductors are made of copper clad steel. Since copper is a much better conductor than steel, we might expect copper clad steel center conductors to cause extra attenuation. Fortunately, they don't. At high frequencies, "skin effect" confines signals to the outer surface of the center conductor. Because of skin effect, only a thousandth of an inch of metal actually carries CATV signals. Thus, if the copper coating is at least .001" thick, a copper clad steel center conductor causes no more signal loss than pure copper.

The advantage of copper clad steel center conductors is that steel is a lot stronger than copper.
CATV Cables use only two types of dielectrics — solid polyethylene and foam polyethylene. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.

The dielectric constant of solid polyethylene is 2.28 compared with 1.5 for foam polyethylene. Because of this difference, the outer-to-inner conductor diameter ratio (D/d) of solid cable must be 6.61, compared with only 4.64 for foam cables. Foam causes less signal attenuation, but solid polyethylene is more rugged, more moisture resistant, and more crush resistant.

### Jackets

Four basic jacket types are available on CATV drop cables: Polyethylene, ordinary polyvinylchloride, -50°C polyvinylchloride, and non-contaminating polyvinylchloride. Table I shows the properties of each.

Polyethylene (PE) is used a great deal for drop cables because it is tough and abrasion resistant. Polyethylene does not contaminate and protects against ultraviolet radiation damage.

Ordinary polyvinylchloride (PVC) is more flexible and more resistant to fire than polyethylene. However, it does have two disadvantages: (1) It becomes brittle in cold weather and (2) it contaminates. What happens is that the plasticizer used in PVC is volatile and it migrates through to the dielectric core, changing the dielectric constant and thereby increasing the attenuation. The decrease in plasticizer in the jacket causes the PVC to become even more brittle at low temperatures. Of course, contamination is a very slow process, but within 5 or 10 years, PVC drop cables can cause significant problems.

-50°C polyvinylchloride is similar to ordinary PVC. It also contaminates over a period of time. However, it retains its flexibility at much lower temperatures.

Non-contaminating polyvinylchloride, (NCV), as the name implies, does not contaminate. It is just as flexible and flame retardant as ordinary PVC, but its plasticizer is not volatile. NCV does not cause increased signal loss with time, nor does it lose its flexibility.

All jackets look pretty much alike. But it is possible for a manufacturer to use substandard or scrap materials in order to save money. This is why "bargain" cable can be so expensive in the long run. If you have to replace drop cables, you lose a lot more in time and labor than the cable costs.

Therefore, it pays to use good cable initially, to make sure you know exactly what you are ordering, and to install cables carefully.

There is probably more confusion in the field about jackets than on any other subject—probably because there are so many variables. Even experienced CATV men sometimes ask for "Poly" when they mean polyvinylchloride or just say "Vinyl" when they really want non-contaminating polyvinylchloride. Table I includes the most commonly used nicknames and designations of each type of jacket. Your safest bet, aside from spelling out the entire formal name, is to order your drop cables.
One million homes have been transformed by craftsman. Quality conscious operators have made that decision.

We are now ready for the second million

craftsman
Thinking of CATV? Or maybe a rebuild or expansion of your current system? Whether it is one mile or a thousand...wherever your location is throughout the nation...Robert G. Owens, Inc. can provide expert assistance.

From concept to completion...any portion...or an entire turnkey job...we focus more than eighty management years and thousands of miles of actual aerial and underground design and construction experience on your needs.

As an independent contractor, we guarantee you the finest selection of components and materials to fit your individual requirements as well as continuing management, engineering, and consulting services. Specialists since 1957 in CATV construction and telephone contracting.

**Shields**

Trunk cables frequently use solid aluminum outer conductors which provide 100% shielding. But solid aluminum is too inflexible for drop cables. Almost invariably, house drop cables use braided shields. This doesn’t simplify selection much, however, because many, many types of braided shields are available. Generally speaking, the more copper used, the better the shielding. “Bargain” cables often skimp on shield braiding, and, more important, increasing the problems of radiation and direct pick-up. Commonly available cables generally provide 80% to 90% coverage. Since the amount of shielding has a significant effect on the cost of manufacturing a drop cable, there is almost no minimum to the amount of shielding offered by some producers.

The amount of shielding you actually require depends upon the location of your system. In isolated areas you can often get by with a minimum of shielding. In areas where there is a strong local channel, heavy industry, or other sources of interference, good shielding is essential. Some areas require double shielding as shown in Figure 2. “Triaxials,” as double shielded cables are often called, may use single or double jackets. They are recommended only for problem areas.

**Messenger Drop Cables**

In discussing center conductors, we talked about the need for mechanical strength in drop cables. Copper clad steel center conductors help a lot, but this alone is not always adequate. Where strands are long, or ice is heavy or winds are fierce, integral messenger drop cables are required (see Figure 3). Messenger provide 100% shielding. But solid aluminum is too inflexible for drop cables. Almost invariably, house drop cables use braided shields. This doesn’t simplify selection much, however, because many, many types of braided shields are available. Generally speaking, the more copper used, the better the shielding. “Bargain” cables often skimp on shield braiding, and, more important, increasing the problems of radiation and direct pick-up. Commonly available cables generally provide 80% to 90% coverage. Since the amount of shielding has a significant effect on the cost of manufacturing a drop cable, there is almost no minimum to the amount of shielding offered by some producers.

The amount of shielding you actually require depends upon the location of your system. In isolated areas you can often get by with a minimum of shielding. In areas where there is a strong local channel, heavy industry, or other sources of interference, good shielding is essential. Some areas require double shielding as shown in Figure 2. “Triaxials,” as double shielded cables are often called, may use single or double jackets. They are recommended only for problem areas.

**Messenger Drop Cables**

In discussing center conductors, we talked about the need for mechanical strength in drop cables. Copper clad steel center conductors help a lot, but this alone is not always adequate. Where strands are long, or ice is heavy or winds are fierce, integral messenger drop cables are required (see Figure 3). Messenger provide 100% shielding. But solid aluminum is too inflexible for drop cables. Almost invariably, house drop cables use braided shields. This doesn’t simplify selection much, however, because many, many types of braided shields are available. Generally speaking, the more copper used, the better the shielding. “Bargain” cables often skimp on shield braiding, and, more important, increasing the problems of radiation and direct pick-up. Commonly available cables generally provide 80% to 90% coverage. Since the amount of shielding has a significant effect on the cost of manufacturing a drop cable, there is almost no minimum to the amount of shielding offered by some producers.

The amount of shielding you actually require depends upon the location of your system. In isolated areas you can often get by with a minimum of shielding. In areas where there is a strong local channel, heavy industry, or other sources of interference, good shielding is essential. Some areas require double shielding as shown in Figure 2. “Triaxials,” as double shielded cables are often called, may use single or double jackets. They are recommended only for problem areas.

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CABLE TYPE</th>
<th>CONDUCTOR</th>
<th>DIELECTRIC CORE</th>
<th>SHIELD COVER</th>
<th>NOM. O.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RG-59</td>
<td>±22 AWG (0.0253&quot;) BARE COPPER / COVERED STEEL</td>
<td>SOLID POLYETHYLENE (0.146&quot; NOM. O.D.)</td>
<td>COM'L STANDARD</td>
<td>0.24&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIL-C-17 STANDARD</td>
<td>0.24&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TRIAXIAL (DS/DJ)</td>
<td>0.325&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-59 (75 ± 3&quot;)</td>
<td>±20 AWG (0.032&quot;) BARE COPPER</td>
<td>UNICELLAR FOAMED POLYETHYLENE (0.146&quot; NOM. O.D.)</td>
<td>COM'L STANDARD</td>
<td>0.24&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIL-C-17 STANDARD</td>
<td>0.24&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TRIAXIAL (DS/DJ)</td>
<td>0.325&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDIA 82&quot; CHANNEL (75 ± 3&quot;)</td>
<td>±18 AWG (0.0403&quot;) BARE COPPER</td>
<td>UNICELLAR FOAMED POLYETHYLENE (0.185&quot; NOM. O.D.)</td>
<td>COM'L STANDARD</td>
<td>0.275&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIL-C-17 STANDARD</td>
<td>0.275&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG 11 75 ± 3&quot;)</td>
<td>±14 AWG (0.064&quot;) BARE COPPER</td>
<td>UNICELLAR FOAMED POLYETHYLENE (0.285&quot; NOM. O.D.)</td>
<td>COM'L STANDARD</td>
<td>0.405&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TRIAXIAL (DS/DJ)</td>
<td>0.470&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We did not, we repeat, we did not create the Winegard SC-1000 to complicate CATV.

It just happened that way.

There's a rumor going around the country that we're trying to start waves with our $100.00 Super Colortron antenna, the SC-1000.

Don't believe it.

We created the SC-1000 simply because there was a glaring need for a 3-band (VHF-UHF-FM) super powerful, super fringe antenna.

The problem seems to be that, for some people, the SC-1000 fills the need too well.

Suddenly CATV consultants and technicians and even telephone companies involved in cable tv want to know what the SC-1000 is all about. They want to know if it's as powerful and as different as they've heard.

It is. That's no rumor.

And it's just the way we planned it.
Cablecasting Seminar Draws High Operator Interest

Three-day cram course brings 100 operators and programming experts to second NCTA session...

Bright and early on February 28th, eighty-seven participants (including a navy commander who operates 17 cable systems in the Pacific Fleet), 18 instructors and several members of the press met in Salt Lake City to explore concepts and practicalities of a very vital aspect of communications... cablecasting. Sponsored by the National Cable Television Association, the second annual cablecasting seminar was conducted in a far different frame of mind than the first seminar held last March in Cleveland.

In contrast to the visible apprehension and skeptical reservations voiced last year, enthusiasm ran high from opening remarks on Wednesday to noon on Friday when the weary but more knowledgeable cablemen began to head for home.

TeleMation, Inc., a leading supplier of cablecasting equipment, hosted the two and a half day meeting which also featured equipment and services from a dozen other leading broadcast/CATV companies. TeleMation's President Lyle Keys welcomed the cablemen to Salt Lake City and the cablecasting seminar. Samuel S. Street, Director of Convention and Field Services, NCTA, then opened the seminar. Keeping his remarks brief in view of the extensive, in-depth program outlined for that day, Street remarked on the evident different climate of feeling concerning cablecasting: "This year, there are few doubts about whether to cablecast or not; this year, the question is, 'what's the best and most practical way for me?'"

The scope of curriculum outlined for the seminar covered basically the following points:

(1) Technical aspects — video, lighting and audio-theory and practice.

(2) "How to" — 3 studio setups, designated Studios I, II and III, or, a typical one-man studio, a full production studio and a CATV color studio.

(3) Programming, including the use of film packages; case histories from large and small systems; and current and future legal aspects of cablecasting in view of current copyright legislation.

Panelists and speakers (pictured on these pages)
were all well known in CATV communications and are either cablecasting equipment manufacturers or cablemen currently using cablecasting techniques in systems throughout the country.

Lyle Keys led off that morning's session, speaking on "Video Theory and Practice in CATV." Presenting some of the technical aspects of cablecasting, Keys discussed video signal components and types of synchronizing signals; the importance of "levels" and termination and characteristics and operating guidelines with vicon cameras. Using a comparison chart, he described the types of camera systems cablemen may want to use in setting up their studios.

Keith Covey, Colortran Industries, Inc., covered the second major technical point — "Lighting Theory and Practice in Television." Explaining the types of light necessary in view of camera operating requirements and achievement of desired effects, Covey gave a demonstration with "Camera on" in Studio II. (Mr. Covey's talk was later videotaped and will be made available to NCTA members by the association.)

"Audio Theory and Practice," presented by J. Law- son, Sparta Electronic Corp. covered the third major technical aspect of the morning session. Detailing the importance of audio, he discussed microphones, background music (taped), spot announcements, off-air tuning high and low levels and impedance matching, as well as other important audio techniques.

Following a hastily eaten box lunch, the afternoon session continued with a panel discussion of "Community Public Relations." Panelists included Sam Street, NCTA; Gregg Liptak, program director for Cleveland Area Television, Lakewood, Ohio; and Ed Drake, manager of CCTV projects for GenCoE, Inc., Casper, Wyoming. Outlining the progress made in a major metropolitan area, Gregg Liptak emphasized the "counter programming" approach, which he feels has worked well for the Cleveland Area system. Programming includes sports, kiddie shows, teenage discussion, religious programs and a variety of films. Stressing the necessity of adherence to the NCTA

Lyle Keys: "Cablecasting offers the community a medium of true local expression."

Ed Drake: "There is nothing immoral about cable systems accepting advertising."

Gary Christensen: "Legal problems incidental to cablecasting are not insurmountable."

Stan Searle: "... an urgent need for fully trained personnel to operate cablecasting equipment."

John S. Brunson: "Feature films offer cable systems an important sales tool."
Code of Ethics (see TVC, March, 1967) the experience in Lakewood presents a strong case for successful cable-casting in metropolitan areas.

Backup for cablecasting in smaller systems was presented by GenCoE's Ed Drake. Urging cablers to find and utilize both community needs and available services, he cited the bilateral use of equipment and manpower in conjunction with local schools and programs such as "adult education." As another source of cable casting material, he recommends "community to community" exchange of videotaped productions where feasible.

The discussion really got lively on the subject of film packages in open discussion following the panel. Three film distributors had described their various film packages and services available to cablecasters.

The film distributors present were John Brunson, Program Corporation of America; Gene Dodge, Modern TV; and Bob Weisburg, of the newly formed TeleMation Program Services. All have come up with new and definite formats, available on request to interested cablers. Free Films, which boasts a library of 50,000 films on sports, travel, industry, etc., provides films at the cost of the return postage only. Currently, the entire library is being converted to 1", videotape to encourage wider use.

From the viewpoint of many attending, the best was yet to come — workshop sessions in the three fully equipped studios down the hall. Divided into 6 work groups with 14 cablers in each, the men were given a studio assignment which had been carefully worked out in advance to allow everyone to participate.

Before the cablers were turned loose in the studio,

Robb Rusom, of the University of Utah CCTV Department, explains script development for cablecasting applications.

George Green, Jefferson-Carolina Cablevision, operates camera, with Don Witheridge of NCTA picking shots, and Bob Parchman (at right), KUTV Creative Director supervising.

Panel session on "Future of Cablecasting" was taped by students. Panel members (left to right) Sam Street, Ed Drake, and Gary Christensen; not shown are Bill Daniels, Lyle Keys, and George Hatch.
Panelists Disagree On Regulation of Local CATV Programming

Lively session on "Future of Cablecasting" rounds out successful NCTA seminar agenda...

About the only controversy during the three day Cablecasting Seminar came on the final morning in a panel discussion which included Bill Daniels, George Hatch, Lyle Keys, Ed Drake and Gary Christensen. The session was moderated by Sam Street. Suggesting that cable operators should proceed with local origination, Hatch stated, however, that "federal regulation will be the price of originating." Daniels responded in adamant disagreement, declaring that "federal regulation of local origination would be in violation of the first amendment to the U.S. Constitution!" TeleMation president Lyle Keys said that if all cable operators were to engage in local origination at this time, both the FCC and Congress would have to bend to the "weight of public opinion" and allow CATV origination.

Looking to the future, there was agreement that color programming will become an important part of CATV local origination. Keys told operators that a basic color studio can be installed for $20,000, compared to about $10,000 for a basic monochrome origination studio. During the seminar Daniels announced that his company will install a complete, three-camera color studio at the Palm Desert, California system. Estimated cost, according to Daniels, will be $65,000. The system serves 10,000 subscribers.

A variance of viewpoints was also present on the subject of advertising sales by cable television systems. Daniels indicated that his company's Fort Madison, Iowa system sells advertising but limits it to the institutional type. However "revenues are sufficient to fully amortize the cost of our local origination of equipment," he stated. Ed Drake, who manages closed circuit projects for GenCoE, Inc., said that his company was less restrictive and would carry conventional television commercials. "We don't turn down anything," he said.

NCTA attorney Gary Christensen told operators that a nationwide grid to carry all types of communications is "being discussed by some very influential people in government." Cable operators, he said, would have to have their franchises and pole attachment agreements amended in order to become a part of such a nationwide grid. George Hatch, who is both a broadcaster and cable operator flatly declared, "I don't think it will happen." He reasoned that many substantial businesses could be adversely affected by such a total changeover.

Matt Spinello and Jim Crooks of the Ampex Training Institute outlined proven theory and practice of program preparation, stressing thorough thought and attention to detail as requisites for smooth operation. Preparation of the script, placement of cameras and guests for maximum effect, timing and proper equipment in good working order were all emphasized as basic necessities for a good show. Spinello and Crooks suggested making a checklist to follow for each cablecasting stint.

Ken Lawson was in charge of Studio I (one-man studio production). Equipment in this studio was provided by TeleMation with production format as follows:

1. Ten interviews at approximately two minutes each. Five movie spots at approximately one minute each. Thus, each of five moderators does two interviews sandwiched with one film spot.
2. Start and Stop tape recorder (Record Mode) with each new moderator/operator.
4. Each of eight guests takes one turn at camera for zoom practice.

Studio II (full-studio production) featured equipment by Ampex, TeleMation and Sony and provided the scope necessary for larger systems.

1. Three of the persons who operated controls in Studio I watch and evaluate.

(2) Other ten take following positions:
   a. Camera I
   b. Camera II
   c. VTR
   d. Video Control Console
   e. Audio Console
   f. Moderator
   g. Guest I
   h. Guest II
   i. Guest III
   j. Program Director

(3) Tape 10 minutes of interview.

Studio III (color origination for CATV) was designed to demonstrate International Video Corporation's new low-cost color equipment. This studio opened the door to "cable color."

During the luncheon at the Hotel Utah, George Hatch, vice president of Community CATV, president of Salt Lake City's KUTV and co-chairman of the ad hoc copyright negotiating committee, warned cable operators that "in all likelihood, what Congress will enact will be the last (copyright) legislation for 45 years," so "you'd better talk to your Senators and Congressmen in a hurry."

Noting that the Copyright Act has been rewritten only three times in the past 178 years, and that television and motion pictures have been developed since the last revision, he called for a practical copyright settlement that would take into account all new technologies.

Discussing several proposals that might be incorporated in the new law, Hatch predicted that the life of copyrights probably will be extended to the life of the
author, plus 50 years. Current law provides for an initial copyright of 28 years and one renewal for the same period.

Senator Frank Moss, (d), Utah, in a ten-minute telephone speech to attending cablemen, stressed cablecasting as a unique method for local expression. Moss, a leading sponsor of communications legislation, strongly endorsed program origination by cable systems and called for a summit conference of broadcast, copyright, government and cable interests to help develop a national communications policy. He urged inter-industry cooperation so that the public can benefit fully from "whatever the entrepreneur and technological advances have to offer."

Moss said the cable television industry's cablecasting operations promise to "close the gap between national and local TV programming." Describing cable-originated programming as "a sort of electronic daily newspaper" for small communities, Moss said this service should be encouraged. "Cablecasting gives people in communities of this type their only opportunity to originate programs about their local affairs - to discuss local bond issues, to hear debates between local political candidates and to celebrate local events. In other words, cablecasting promotes democracy."

Moss said he believes that broadcasting, cable television and translators "can live side by side, provided a national policy with appropriate guidelines is adopted and adequate authority is given the FCC to regulate." He said he is "hopeful that when we complete the negotiations - the painfully slow negotiations - and arrive at a consensus between CATV, broadcasters and copyright interests, and when we end the legal skirmishes currently under way in the Supreme Court, that the collective heads responsible for leadership in broadcasting, in copyright matters, in CATV and in government will be able to sit down and agree on a set of principles and guidelines that will lead to the establishment of a national policy.

"This must be done, for each has a role to serve. Above all, it is the general public that must be protected and have available to it whatever the entrepreneur and technological advances have to offer. Bickering must stop and the public interest must be enhanced," he concluded.

During the final session Friday morning, CATV pioneer Bill Daniels, endorsing the potential of cablecasting, illustrated his talk with a slide presentation of his existing systems in operation, in addition to explaining cablecasting plans for his soon-to-be completed system in Colorado Springs. He advocates underground construction as in the long run being less expensive, and concurrently, eliminating problems with the telephone company.

Gary Christensen, assistant general counsel, NCTA, followed a general panel discussion on the future of CATV and cablecasting with the legal aspect of copyright and other considerations in relation to CATV and cablecasting. (See separate report on panel discussion.)

Following the panel discussion, TVC publisher Stan Searle spoke on what he considers the "one challenging problem that overshadows all others" with respect to the future of local origination. The cable industry, he said, lacks the trained personnel to do "a respectable job of local programming on any broad scale." The equipment for local programming is "years ahead of the available human resources to utilize it," he declared. Searle urged cable operators to develop the manpower now "to complement your local origination hardware."

"The best equipped cablecasting studio in the world will not be well equipped," he stated, "unless it is manned by a well-trained, qualified technical staff." He reported to the group on the local origination subjects which are included in the Chief Technician course being offered by National Cable Television Institute, of which he is a co-founder and a director.

Eighty-seven weary but eager cablemen were then granted an open lunch hour; invited to tour the KUTV - Salt Lake studios for a demonstration of television techniques - most of them turned up and then departed for home.
Crimp out signal failure for the life of the cable.

AMP's CATV crimp fittings deliver constant 75-ohm impedance from head end to set. No conversions anywhere. No damaging torque. Fittings will last for the life of the cable with low insertion loss, high return loss and low VSWR.

AMP's fittings are quickly applied to the cable by a patented crimp with matching tools for uniformity of connections time after time. The complete line includes connectors, splices, wall receptacles and grounding blocks—the only line of coaxial crimp fittings designed specifically for CATV.

Engineered by AMP Incorporated, leader and pioneer in compression-crimp techniques. For full information, contact us directly.
Entron, Inc., firmly established in its spacious suburban Washington, D.C. headquarters, has moved many steps upwards from its 1952 birth in the basement of a Georgetown apartment house.

The fledgling company was formed as a subsidiary of Trans Continental Systems which, in turn, was a subsidiary of Bellmore Company. Trans Continental, Bellmore's electrical installation company had started to install master antenna systems in Washington apartments. Several employees of Trans Continental saw the time was ripe to create a manufacturing company supplying electronic equipment to owners and operators of community antenna systems. The goal set by these founders was "engineering electronics" which was later abbreviated to become the company's name of Entron.

It was in the basement of this apartment house that the FasTee and ShuVee were designed and manufactured. It was here that production started to roll. In the limited space available, business was soon very hectic.

The young company managed to meet those early challenges through the efforts of CATV pioneers like Hank Diambra, Bob McGeehan, Henry Kannee and George Edlen. In those days it was not uncommon to find staff members literally working "round the clock" in order to get Entron established in the industry.

Entron manufactured just three basic products in the apartment basement. They were successful. With that acceptance, and looking towards the future, the firm moved to a converted warehouse in suburban Bladensburg, Md. Due to the growth of CATV systems, and to aggressive management, the product line grew from three to several hundred in just a few years.

Entron's major selling point in the early days was the pioneering of a five-channel CATV system. At that time, competitors were able to put only three television channels on a system using strip amplifiers in the trunkline. Entron advocated that broadband amplifiers be utilized.

Above: Quality control procedures and performance testing are emphasized throughout Entron's production facilities.

KCBY-TV, Channel 11, Coos Bay/North Berd, Oregon, serves 23,000 homes in the sparsely settled logging areas stretching over 100 miles along the Pacific Ocean in southwestern Oregon. A prime function of the station is uniting these scattered viewers via intercommunity activities of general interest.

A Sony BV-120 Videocorder is helping to knit this audience together.

Says KCBY's commercial manager Gary Young: "We hope to help newcomers become adjusted to our region so that we can have a more unified community spirit. This can only happen if they see us and themselves in action. That's one reason why our Sony Videocorder is so valuable to us."

Chief engineer Glynn McCready states: "The Sony Videocorder fits in perfectly with our type of operation, where simplicity, portability and sturdiness are important. The BV-120 meets all these requirements. We have over 700 hours on the Videocorder and have not had a single major problem. When 70 percent of your programming is on tape and you have only one machine, you know how important it is!"

No matter how large or small your audience, to find out how you can bring them together—profitably and practically—call or write us today.

For complete details on this application, ask for APB 107.
Problems were encountered of course, but it is interesting to note that they are similar to the pro-
blems CATV people talk about today when discussing 20-channel versus 12-channel systems.

By 1955, Entron's product line was complete and it began to sell entire CATV systems. Soon Entron was installing turnkeys. And in 1958 it began manufacturing and selling master antenna systems.

By 1960 the growth of the company and of the entire CATV industry made another increase in plant facilities necessary. Entron moved in 1962 to its present facilities, which were designed for more sophistication in all areas of Entron's business.

Entron launched a system acquisition program in 1966 and presently operates seven systems. These operations are located in Dubois, Sharon and North Braddock/Swissvale, Pennsylvania; Jacksonville and Wilmington, North Carolina; and Houma and New Iberia, Louisiana. A wholly owned subsidiary — Systems Construction Corporation — is the company's service organization for providing turnkey construction, design, and field engineering for systems operators.

Entron President Edward P. Whitney feels systems acquisition provides a measure of diversification. "We intend to maintain a balance between equipment manufacture and system ownership/operation," he says.

Whitney, a CATV pioneer who was hired as the first Executive Director of NCTA in 1957 and later as sales manager for Ameco, Inc., stated that Entron started its move after a majority of the company's public stock was acquired by the Boston Herald-Traveler Corporation in 1966.

"This financial and management backup made Entron a soundly financed CATV organization and afforded us the opportunity to develop a more comprehensive state-of-the-art product line. This is balanced by our knowledgeable sales staff — under the guidance of our VP/Marketing John G. Russell — which is able to talk the language of the customers who are using the equipment in the field," Whitney states.

Another indication of the strong support by the Boston Herald-Traveler was the recent Entron Board decision to immediately in-

---

**ASTROSCAT**

**JUST THE DISH FOR —**

**VHF**
- Eliminates co-channel interference through high directivity and controllable nulls
- Excellent front/back ratios
- Single, multiple channel and broadband feeds

**UHF**
- Highest gain at UHF frequencies
- Sharp directivity
- Multiple channel and broadband feeds

Tower-top mounting of the rugged ASTROSCAT permits optimum reception results. Specially designed for CATV applications, it may be used simultaneously for VHF and UHF channels and can receive from more than one direction. Both its performance characteristics and construction detail reflect RF Systems' extensive experience in designing and producing antennas for industrial and military systems.

CATV-YAGI antennas, educational television, broadcast antennas and towers are also described in RF Systems literature available on request.

**RF SYSTEMS, INC.**

Industrial Antenna Division
155 King Street • Cohasset, Massachusetts 02025
(617) 383-1200

---
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ASK.

plans, designs and installs CATV Systems

establishes full-system compatibility of equipment and cable

maintains system efficiency through monitor maintenance program

provides full assurance of peak operational performance

Write or call for information and prices to
Superior Sales and Service Division P. O. Box 2327 Hickory, North Carolina 28601 Phone 704/328-2171

SUPERIOR CONTINENTAL CORPORATION
increase the company's research and development budget by 40% to "develop new products looking toward expansion of the transmission of intelligence over coaxial cable."

In the face of tight CATV market for business while awaiting the legal and congressional effects of the FCC's Second Report and Order, Whitney feels the company's step was a significant one and an indicator of the confidence Entron has in the future growth of the community antenna television industry.

"In the short life span of CATV," he states, "we have seen tremendous progress in the technology of audio-visual transmission via coaxial cable. We are convinced that the CATV industry must soon implement the much broader concept of wire communications including sending as well as receiving, push-button shopping, scores of TV channels, access to stored data, and other services that today are only imagined."

In the hardware category, Entron has taken an equally aggressive step in changing from its workhorse tube equipment to a complete solid-state line as well as a new packaging concept and advanced state-of-the-art equipment. Major component hardware manufactured by Entron includes trunkline amplifiers, VHF preamplifiers, distribution/termination amplifiers, intermediate bridging amplifiers, combination trunkline bridging amplifiers, line extenders, and remote power insertion units. Entron features include automatic gain control and dual pilot carriers.

The company has recently streamlined its engineering department and promoted Heinz Blum to Senior Vice President in charge of advanced engineering. He will direct the company's program of looking at CATV two to five years from now and working out equipment/systems designs accordingly.

Inheriting the day-by-day engineering activity from Blum is Orville D. Page as Vice President/Product Engineering. Page is working with the new solid-state amplifier line which has been designed to take advantage of modularization of the circuit functions.

Even the manufacturing facilities have been up-dated, and Anthony Vendemia, VP/Production now has a separate 10,000 square foot assembly building in addition to a three-story 30,000 square foot headquarters building. Full-time personnel total about 170, including two members of the production staff that have been with Entron for the entire 15 years of the company's existence.

Mr. Whitney also observes that, "Entron has made it a strong point to hire technical and sales people outside the CATV industry and to train them in the business, particularly field service personnel."

"We have taken people in allied fields such as microwave and CCTV and trained them in CATV techniques, similar to what IBM has done in the computer industry. We feel this has been one of our major, long-range contributions to CATV."

Thus, with a vigorous management, sound financial, backing and a comprehensive product line, Entron's role in CATV's future seems well assured.
SPIRAFIL® II
The first significant breakthrough in coaxial cable design since we introduced Foamflex in 1955.

What makes Spirafil II so radically different is a solid polyethylene helix which completely covers the solid copper center conductor without interruption. Among other things, this means great mechanical stability and an absolutely non-collapsible helix. Add to this the advantage of unusually attractive electrical characteristics (attenuation at Channel 13 .412" 1.27 db/100', .500" 1.02 db/100', .750" 0.75 db/100') and a system cost competitive with conventional foam cable systems.

Spirafil II comes plain or jacketed in .412", .500" and .750" diameters, 75 ohm impedance, in 1000-foot reels.

For a complete listing of Sales Service Stocking Centers plus up-to-the-minute technical data, write, TWX or telephone: Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corporation, 300 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 (212) 751-3200, TWX (212) 865-7455.

PHELPS DODGE COPPER, ALUMINUM AND ALLOY PRODUCTS
Construction Contractors

The firms listed here are actively engaged in cable system construction in North America and may be contacted for details of construction capabilities and specialties omitted from this quick-reference listing.

David B. Adams Construction Company; Uniontown, Pennsylvania 15401; Ph. (412) 438-7560; Complete CATV construction services, including cable plowing.

Ameco Inc.: 2949 W. Osborn Road, P.O. Box 13741, Phoenix, Arizona 85002; Ph. (602) 262-9500; Provides engineering, planning and installation. Specializing in complete “turnkey” completions. Complete design of CATV systems from customer maps. Tower site survey. Microwave systems also designed.

American Matador: 982 North Batavia, Bldg. B, Suite 8, Orange, Calif. 92667; Ph. (714) 639-3200; Signal surveys, layout and design, headend installation, aerial and underground plant construction, placing of electronic components, installing house drops, and system balancing capabilities.

Anaconda Astodata Company: 1430 South Anaheim Blvd., Box 3772, Anaheim, California; Ph. (714) 635-0150; Complete system planning and turnkey construction service.

B. C. Cable Contractors Ltd.: 1947 Kingsway, Vancouver, B. C., Canada; Ph. (604) 879-2631; CATV engineering and construction.

Benco Television Associates: 27 Taber Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada; Ph. (416) 244-4296; Expert assistance in complete CATV systems planning, both new and rebuilt.

Broadway Maintenance Corp.: Long Island City, New York 11101; Ph. (212) 286-3700; CATV design, installation, and maintenance.

Burnup & Sims: P.O. Box 2431, West Palm Beach, Florida; Ph. (305) 683-8311; Services include power and telephone plant re-arrangement and tree trimming. Complete construction.

Cable Construction Company: 514½ River Road, P.O. Box 190, Puyallup, Washington 98371; Ph. (206) 845-7541; Furnishing all types of system construction.

Cable TV Construction, Inc.: 223 N. State, Iola, Kansas; all types of aerial and underground construction.

Cable TV, Inc.: P.O. Box 982, Salisbury, Maryland 21801; Ph. (301) 742-5043; Complete construction capabilities for cable systems.

Cal-Tel Construction Company, Inc.: 1698 East 25th Street, Signal Hill, California; Ph. (213) 426-7041; Handles all phases of CATV construction.

CAS Manufacturing Co.: P.O. Box 47066, Dallas, Texas 75207; Ph. (214) BL 3-3661; Experienced design, engineering and construction.

Cascade Electronics, Ltd.: Electronic Avenue, Port Moody, British Columbia, Canada; Ph. (604) 939-1191; Full CATV system design and engineering services, with complete turnkey construction aid available.

CATV Equipment Co.: 1422-34th Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98122; Ph. (206) 325-6838; Specialists in all-band systems, providing complete construction services, layout, equipment and installation.

CATV Services Co.: P.O. Box 574, Worland, Wyoming 82401; All kinds of cable system engineering and construction.

C-COR Electronics, Inc.: 60 Decibel Road, State College, Pennsylvania; Ph. (814) 238-2461; CATV engineering and construction services.

Co-Ax Construction Co.: 2949 West Osborn Road, Phoenix 17, Arizona; Ph. (602) 252-6041; Specializing in complete turnkey construction. Construction representatives provided on all turnkey jobs. (Subsidiary of Ameco, Inc.)

Pete Collins Co.: 835 Delaware Ave., Denver, Colorado 80204; Ph. (303) 355-8919. Engineering, construction and maintenance on cable systems.

Communication Systems Corp.: 140 East Main Street, Huntington, New York; Ph. (516) 271-1262; Complete turnkey and construction capabilities for CATV systems.

Communications Constructors, Inc.: 1852 East Pacific Coast Hiway, Wilmington, California 90744; Ph. (213) 835-0137; Complete CATV construction services.

Comm/Scope: (a division of Superior Cable Corp.) Hickory, North Carolina 28601; Turnkey construction for CATV systems including planning and engineering.

Com-Tel Construction, Inc.: 1721 West Monroe Street, Decatur, Indiana 46733; Ph. (219) 724-2581 or 2690; Aerial and underground system construction, including cable plowing, and system engineering services.

Daniels & Associates, Inc.: 2930 East Third Avenue, Denver, Colo.; Ph. (303) 388-5888; Complete engineering for cable system layout, turnkey, estimates, and engineering studies.

DAVCO Electronics Corp.: P.O. Box 861, Batesville, Arkansas 72501; Ph. (501) 743-3816; Complete services include layout, equipment and installation.

Entron, Inc.: 2141 Industrial Parkway, Silver Spring, Maryland; Ph. (301) 622-2000; Utility pole make-ready studies, system layout. Specializes in turnkey construction.

Great West Construction, Inc.: Box 468, Mexia, Texas 76667; Ph. (817) 496-4662; Complete services include field engineering, signal surveys, layout engineering, installation of all electronic components, and testing both aerial and underground systems.

Gregory Electric Company, CATV Division; P.O. Box 76, Columbus, South Carolina 29202; Ph. (803) 256-9926; Complete system design, engineering, and turnkey construction capabilities.

Harris-McBurney Co.: 1006 Airport Road, Box 267, Jackson, Mich.; Ph. (517) 787-1800; Complete construction services for CATV.

Henkels & McCoy, Inc.: 1800 Johnson Street, Elkhart, Indiana; Ph. (219) 264-1121; CATV engineering and construction.

Highland Associates, Inc.: 600 Marble St., Broomfield, Colo. 80020; Ph. (303) 466-3851; Construction and equipment sales, serving area within 500 mile radius around Denver.

J. H. B. Construction: Box 132, Alexandria, Minn.; Tower erection, painting and complete CATV construction.

Jerrold Electronics Corp.: 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.; Ph. (215) 672-

(Continued on page 78)
COHU TV sees everything! may we look for you?

Engineering Representatives in every major city

Box 623
San Diego, California 92112
Phone 714-277-6700
TWX 910-335-1244
CATV Construction Contractors... Continued

0800: Turnkey construction, engineering and surveys.
Kaiser-Cox Corp.: 2216 West Peoria Ave., Box 9728, Phoenix, Arizona 85020; Ph. (602) 944-4411; Construction of partial or complete systems, including complete turnkey.
Kiloreen Company: 925 N. Bluemound Drive, Appleton, Wisconsin: Ph. (414) 734-9278; Engineering construction and maintenance services for CATV systems.
Artie M. Loftis Construction, Box 656, Malakoff, Texas; Ph. (214) HU 9-4666; Complete CATV construction service.
Malarkey, Taylor & Assoc.: 1101 17th Street N. W., Rm. 1303, Wash. D.C.: Professional engineering services including signal surveys, head-end, system and component design, preparation of pole line and strand maps, proof of performance tests, trouble shooting, engineering statements, and qualified testimony in FCC proceedings or courts as an expert witness.
Master Antenna Service: 248 Wave Street, Laguna Beach, California 92651; Ph. (714) 494-0253; All construction services except overhead and buried trunk.
Multimedia Engineering, Inc.: 2385 Lewis Ave., Rockville, Md. 20851; Ph. (301) 726-1340; Cable television construction and engineering services.
Noram Cable Construction Ltd.: 1111 Albion Road, Rexdale, Ontario; Ph. (416) 741-0566; Complete CATV construction services.
Pacific Pipeline Construction Co.: 1632 S. Greenwood, Montebello, California.
Robert G. Owens, Inc.; 150 Washington Blvd., Laurel, Maryland; Ph. (301) 498-0555; Total turnkey capability.
Richards & Associates, Inc.: P.O. Drawer 400, 809 Cedar St., Carrollton, Ga. 30117; Ph. (404) 832-7001; Fully capable and experienced in CATV construction. 25 years experience in installation of communications facilities.
Edward Shafer & Co., Inc.: 1101 17th St. N. W., Wash. D. C. 20036; Engineering feasibility studies including signal surveys, tower site location and head-end designs.
Stan Socia Corp.: 734 Petroleum Building, Tyler, Texas; Ph. (214) 593-0911; Complete CATV system construction and engineering services.
Spencer-Kennedy Labs: 1320 Soldiers Field Road, Boston, Mass. 02135; Ph. (617) 254-5400; Staff of TV systems engineers maintained to perform survey and pole line surveys, strand mapping, system layout and design plus installation supervision for antenna site and distribution plant construction.
Superior Continental Corporation, Comm/Scope Division: P.O. Box 489, Hickory, N. C., 28601; Ph. (704) 328-2171; Comm/Scope provides total CATV services in assistance in any phase of planning, engineering and construction.
System Construction Company: 830 Monroe Street, Hoboken, New Jersey; Ph. (201) 656-2020. New turnkey or rebuild or expansion of existing systems. (Subsidiary of Vikoa, Inc.)
Telecon Construction Corp.: Kirkwood, Missouri. Complete coaxial plant construction, electric equipment installation, tower erection and maintenance of system.
TeleSystem Services Corp.: 113 South Easton Road, Glenside, Pennsylvania; Ph. (215) 884-6635: Offers design, engineering and complete construction services for CATV systems. (Subsidiary of TeleSystems Corp.)
Teline Systems, Inc.: 235 Bear Hill Blvd., Waltham, Massachusetts; Ph. (617) 891-5480; Engineering and construction of all types of CATV systems, including turnkey projects. (Subsidiary of National Teline.)
Unicom Inc.: 245 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017; Ph. (212) 661-4865; Engineering and construction of CATV systems on a turnkey basis.
Utilities Contracting Company: 1422 East Michigan, Lansing, Michigan 48915; Ph. (517) 482-5248.
Vikoa Construction Co.: 400 Ninth St., Hoboken, N. J. 07030; Ph. (201) 656-2020: Complete facilities to construct CATV systems including surveys, engineering and planning. Complete turnkey operations. Special assistance in obtaining financing and leasing programs. (Subsidiary of Vikoa, Inc.)
Village Cablevision Corp.: (Subsidiary of Advance Communication), 236 East Washington Street, Lisbon, Ohio 44243; Ph. (216) 424-7273; Specializing in CATV plant construction. Buried or aerial installations and rebuilds.
Williams Construction Co.: Box 261, Glasgow, Kentucky; Ph. (502) 651-5480; Specializing in CATV construction and installation.
Would you pay $8.00 for a 1,100 page textbook on CATV?

That's what TV Communications magazine is... and it's up-date every month. During the past year TVC has published 1,118 pages, including 144 feature articles covering all facets of cable television from antennas to house drops... from system design to subscriber promotion. TV Communications is the only journal of its kind... and the subscription order will bring your personal copy to your doorstep. Subscribe today.

TO ORDER, TURN TO PAGE 101.

TV Communications
207 N.E. 38th Street • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105

PASSIVE REPEATER ENGINEERING MANUAL 161
A 52 page manual which outlines in detail design considerations, bearing and gain calculations and selection of passers.

PR 858
Passive Repeater brochure, 26 models from 8 x 10 to 40 x 60. Design information, dimensions and configurations are shown. Site and foundation data included.

BULLETIN 1166
Describes a microwave system in the Rocky Mountains along the Continental Divide which uses 7 passive repeaters in 6 paths. Also gives calculations.

TM 366
Five elliptical, tower mounted reflector models, 4 x 6, 6 x 8, 8 x 12, 10 x 15 and 12 x 17. Describes construction, mounting and adjustment features.

TM 466
Periscope antenna-reflector parameters for determination of gain. Optimizing method and adjustment of elliptical reflectors is also described.

L & M TOWERS
Self supporting towers in 3 and 4 leg models from 40 to 310 feet in height. Catalog gives typical antenna loading for proper choice of model.

T 367
Hex tower brochure listing 10 models in single and two bay configurations for major repeater stations. 2 bays will mount up to 12 parabolic antennas.

T 365
Swing pipe towers, pylons, KS towers K frames and H frames in one stub tower and roof mount catalog that shows 52 models and 16 drawings.

S 867
Single antenna tripod mount with folding legs for easy storage or shipment. Brochure contains ordering information, wind load chart and drawing for specs.

Q 965
Brochure showing 4 models of 4 leg towers. Heights are 15, 20, 25 and 30 ft. with single antenna mounting bay at the top. Also lists pipe mounts.

QH 965
A 4 page brochure showing 2 models of 4 leg towers with 2 mounting bays at two levels for pipe mounts and antennas. Pipe mounts are also shown.

QE 965
Brochure shows 2 models in 2 heights, 15 and 20 ft. The 3 leg structure has one mounting bay and lists available pipe mounts.

HD TOWERS
6 models in 4 leg basic design for mounting 4 cornichoplates and a transition structure on top for mounting 4 more. Add on feature for high density systems.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
A 4 page brochure giving a summary of Microflect products and services, including custom items, protection and facilitating equipment and field services.
Utility does not compete with price. We build CATV towers that guarantee you **dependability**. Towers of quality. Because they are QUALITY CERTIFIED. That's why nine out of ten customers repeatedly specify Utility Towers for all their future tower needs. There's another critical factor for CATV tower **dependability**. Know how in erecting a tower to assure maximum stability for your system. Only veteran crews, with time-tested, proven methods, man the job of erecting Utility Towers.

The Most Dependable CATV Towers You Can Buy - Utility

If You're looking for the finest in CATV towers for your own system . . . select Utility. You'll get a tower that is QUALITY CERTIFIED for **dependability**. Utility has a tower custom-engineered to fill any requirement that your system could demand. Call today for complete information.

12-20 Channel Systems • Plans for RG-59 Reel Stand • AEL's Pin-diode AGC
Get higher performance at lower cost

You'll find Blonder-Tongue specifications are among the industry's highest. More important, extensive tests by independent laboratories verify that B-T equipment actually meets or exceeds these specifications. And, B-T's rigid quality control standards assure you of top performance from every unit.

Durable, too. All components operate well below rated parameters for longest life. Each unit is designed for optimum results to provide the highest performance over a wide range of operating conditions.

That's not all. You'll find that Blonder-Tongue equipment is priced to offer you exceptionally low cost per dB. The result: Optimum system performance and economy.

We are pleased to show here just a few of the many money-saving Blonder-Tongue units in stock at Pruzan Company.

---

**TRANSPORTER**
A solid state, high output, extremely flat VHF trunkline amplifier.
Features variable gain and tilt controls which permit adaptation of unit to all types and lengths of cable normally used.
Power links enable unit to be powered from line input or line output with power stop provision.
Specifications:
- Bandpass: 50 to 220 MHz ± 0.25 dB maximum;
- Gain: 24.5 dB minimum;
- Output Capability: 51 dBmV for each of 12 channels, 1 amplifier, for −57 dB cross modulation.

**POWERDRIVE**
A single channel VHF amplifier.
This high gain, high output amplifier has exceptional stability. Less than 1 dB change for 20% line voltage change.
No change in output due to line surges and no external voltage regulator is needed. Specifications:
- Gain: 58 dB minimum;
- AGC: 40 dB range with less than ± ½ dB output change for 40 dB input change;
- Output: 6 Vac for amplifier station operations. Modified to 1 Vac for CATV headend use. Backmatched: Bandpass Flatness: 6 MHz ±½ dB.

---

**TRUNKETTE**
Perfect for use as a line extender or for short trunklines. Built like the larger trunkline amplifiers, the Trunkette is extremely rugged in design. It features high output, wide power supply voltage range, and variable gain and tilt control. Will accept cable power from either end.
Specifications:
- Bandpass: 50 to 220 MHz ± 1 dB;
- Gain: 18 dB minimum;
- Output Capability: 48 dBmV for each of 12 channels for −57 dB cross modulation.

---

**COURIER**
A solid state VHF trunkline amplifier with the highest output capabilities in the industry.
AGC controlled, this very flat, high gain, low noise amplifier has a zener diode-referenced transistor regulated power that permits operation with cable voltage from 18 to 30 Vac. No hum bars appear for power inputs below 18 Vac.

---

**CATV, Communication & Power Line Supplies**

**PRUZAN COMPANY**

Phone 206 + 624-6505 / 1963 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98134

---

For full catalog information and prices on the Blonder-Tongue trunk and distribution equipment, or literature on B-T's Lab Line, mail this coupon today, or phone us collect at 206/624-6505.

---

Please send me more information on Blonder-Tongue's:

- [ ] Trunk and distribution equipment
- [ ] Lab Line

**Firm Name**

**Address**

**City**

**State**

**Zip**

**By**

**Title**

I would like to receive your complete "In Stock" catalog.
Using Midband to Increase Cable System Channel Capacity

A discussion of engineering considerations involved in utilizing the 120-174 MHz frequency range for CATV...

By Gaylord Rogeness
Director of CATV Research
Anaconda Astrodta Co.

A number of different approaches have been taken to increase cable system television channel capacity beyond twelve channels. Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. This article discusses a number of technical considerations necessary for utilizing the midband frequency range (120-174 MHz).

When the midband is selected for additional channels, amplifier operating levels must be reduced compared to standard VHF 12 channel operation. Level reduction is required mainly for reduction of second order beat interference and may require shorter spacing with today's amplifiers (i.e., less than 22 dB at channel 13). An amplifier with a low operating noise figure may allow standard twelve channel spacing.

System Levels

The operating level of an amplifier in a CATV system is selected to insure a minimum acceptable cross-modulation and minimum signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the last amplifier in the cascade.

Cross-modulation measurements on most CATV amplifiers manufactured today are based on 12 channels, as are system operating levels. When more than 12 channels are applied to an amplifier, cross-modulation in a single channel will increase approximately 20 log (n/12), where n is the number of channels. For example, if 4 channels are added to a 12 channel system, an increase in cross-modulation of 2.4 dB (20 log 16/12) can be expected. To maintain cross-modulation at the same level as in the 12 channel system, all levels must be reduced by 1.2 dB. This assumes that the cross-modulation is predominantly third order and, therefore, decreases 2 dB for each 1 dB that the signal level is reduced. The system level diagram (Figure 1) shows two maximum output level lines based on third order cross-modulation for 10 and 20 channel systems. The maximum output for a system loaded with 13 to 19 channels would fall between these two lines.

Tests conducted at Anaconda Astrodta have shown that use of the midband frequency band for additional channels is not limited by cross-modulation, but by second order beat products. These products are the sum and difference of all frequencies present in the system. The values of the beat frequencies (due to picture carriers) are shown in Figure 2. Table I summarizes the midband channel frequency allocations. Frequencies above the dashed diagonal line are differences of picture carrier frequencies and those below are the sum of picture carrier frequencies. The picture carrier frequencies selected for midband channels are based on availability of existing converters and minimizing interference due to beat products.

The level of sum and difference frequencies are proportional to the operating level and the second order coefficient $A_2$, as discussed in the next section. The levels of second order products, unlike cross-modulation, are reduced 1 dB for each 1 dB of level reduction.

Since products of second order distortion sum on a power basis, the level of second order products after n amplifiers will be $10 \log n$ greater than those of a single amplifier. The next section describes the generation of distortion components in amplifiers.

Intermodulation
And Cross-Modulation

A mathematical model of a CATV amplifier relating output and input is shown by the following equation:

The third term, with the $A_3$ coefficient, is the term that generates the cross-modulation components that plague systems today. Usually the spurious frequencies generated by the higher order terms are less significant than those generated by the $A_1$, $A_2$, and $A_3$ terms are therefore ignored in this discussion.

The second order term is the product of the $A_2$ coefficient and the square of the input signals, and is responsible for the generation of the second harmonics, and the sum and difference frequencies, of signals applied to the input of the amplifier. Hence, second harmonics and beat products appear at the output of the amplifier.

Because of the frequency allocations for the 12 VHF channels, spurious responses due to second order distortion have not caused interference in systems which use only Channels 2 through 6, and 7 through 13. However, second order beats between Channels 2 through 13 will occur in the midband frequency range. Therefore, the $A_3$ coefficient must be minimized to avoid beat product interference in the midband range. With the addition of channels in the midband frequency range, beat products will now appear in Channels 2 through 13. The amplitude of the beats will depend on the signal level and the $A_2$ coefficient.

The amplitude of second order beats can be reduced 1 dB for each 1 dB of signal level reduction. This compares with a 2 dB reduction for cross-modulation components with each 1 dB of signal level reduction.

**Sum And Difference Products**

In Figure 2 is shown the sum and difference frequencies of picture carriers for Channels 2 through 13 and Channels A through I. The amplitude of these beats at the output of an amplifier depends upon the $A_2$ coefficient.
We've got what it takes
to eliminate adjacent channel interference

Series 6000 Single-Channel Preamplifiers are specifically designed
for amplification of a weak channel
in the presence of a strong adjacent or near-adjacent channel.
Through the use of field-effect transistors,
Series 6000 Preamplifiers can accept
10 to 20 dB higher unwanted signal level
than an ordinary bi-polar transistor preamplifier.

and we're delivering now.

For additional information on this line of single-channel preamplifiers,
call or write Tom Smith, Marketing Manager, CATV.

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA, INC.
Box 13654, Atlanta, Ga. 30324 Tel. 404-938-2930 TWX 810-766-4912
coefficient and signal level applied to the amplifier.

The Channel 5 row and column in Figure 2 are shaded for example purposes. All sum and difference frequencies due to Channel 5 and any other picture carrier are contained within the shaded row and column. For instance, the beat frequency 132.5 MHz is generated by the sum of Channel 5 (77.25 MHz) picture carrier and Channel 2 (55.25 MHz) picture carrier. The beat frequency 56 MHz is generated by the difference between Channel 5 picture carrier (77.25 MHz) and Channel C picture carrier (133.25 MHz).

Note that as a result of the carrier frequencies selected, a number of beats fall in the guard bands of the selected channels.

Note also, however, that Figure 2 shows only sum and difference frequencies of the picture carriers. The sound carrier and color subcarrier will also produce beats but at much lower level, since the sound carrier is 15 dB below the picture carrier.

Relative Effect Of Interfering Frequency

The effect of an interfering frequency is also related to its relationship with the picture carrier. Figure 3 shows this relationship for black and white only. As an example, an interfering beat displaced by 2 MHz from the picture carrier has 18 dB less effect than an equal amplitude beat occurring at the picture carrier frequency. Subjective tests have indicated that the relative effect of an interference occurring immediately at the color subcarrier is about 4 dB less than one appearing directly at the picture carrier.

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>FREQUENCY (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>120-126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>126-132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>132-138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>138-144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>144-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>150-156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>156-162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>162-168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>168-174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example Of 12 Plus System Design

When adding channels in the midband frequency range to increase system capacity, there is a preference for the order in which channels are added. For instance, if the system were to be expanded from a 12 to 16 channel system, those midband channels which have the least chance of producing interfering beats would be added first. This provides an added margin for efficient operating performance. To determine the beat products that could affect the 16 channel system, refer to Figure 4. Beat products occurring as a result of the addition of four midband Channels F through I are enclosed by the shaded area. Beat products due to the standard VHF channels which fall in the midband range (A through I) are enclosed by the heavy outline. Note that this chart shows what beat frequencies will occur for the $A_2$ coefficient unequal to zero, but does not indicate the amplitude of these beat frequencies. The amplitude is proportional to the $A_2$ coefficient (which is a function of the amplifier design) and the operating signal levels.

A point worthy of note is that midband channel interference increases as the frequency decreases from Channel 7. Channel I picture carrier will produce only one beat in another channel, Channel H picture carrier beats in two channels, etc. No beats produced by the picture carrier of standard VHF Channel interfere with Channel I, only one beat with Channel H, etc. Therefore, a CATV system with a pilot carrier AGC System with pilot carrier outside of the midband range (such as 220 MHz), provides full selection of all of midband channels.

As a system design example, consider a 16 channel system with 24 amplifiers in cascade. The addition of 4 channels requires that the trunk line operating level be reduced by 1.2 dB for the same cross-modulation as the 12 channel system. By reducing the level another 2.8 dB the second order beats will be reduced a total of 4 dB.

Anconda Astrodata 800 series main trunk amplifiers normally operate at an operating level of +34 dBm. A 4 dB reduction in...
amplitude results in an operating level of +30 dBm. Maintaining the same spacing as a 12 channel system, i.e., 22 dB, the minimum input level on the main trunk is +8 dBm. Referring to Figure 1, note that the minimum signal-to-noise ratio at the end of 24 amplifiers is greater than 40 dB (4 MHz bandwidth). This is possible because of the low operating noise figure of the 800 series trunk amplifiers.

**Conclusion**

In considering use of the mid-band frequency range for expanding system capability beyond 13 channels, the following points must be considered:

1. A reduction in signal level with the addition of channels to maintain minimum cross-modulation at the system extremity. A reduction in signal level to reduce the amplitude of second order beats.

2. The minimum operating signal level to maintain the minimum system signal to noise ratio. Amplifiers with the lowest noise figure have the best advantage since maximum spacing can be obtained.

3. Use of amplifiers with the lowest $A_2$ coefficient. Note that while an amplifier may have low cross-modulation (related to third order distortion), it does not necessarily follow that its second order beats are the lowest.

4. Add channels starting with Channel 1, decreasing sequentially through Channel A.

Unfortunately for the system operator, manufacturers today are reluctant to publish engineering performance specifications related to midband operation. Rather, the performance evaluation of systems utilizing midband channels is mainly
subjective, i.e., acceptable pictures at the end of an N amplifier cascade. The objective of the cable system is to provide acceptable pictures. However, a basis of comparing equipment is difficult by subjective testing alone. This situation is similar to the cross-modulation-overload-wipe specifications before standard tests and numbers were defined by the NCTA Standards Committee. I believe that it is only a matter of time before engineering performance specifications and tests will be defined for equipment comparison for systems requiring greater than twelve channel operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIDEO CARRIER FREQUENCY</th>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55.25 MHz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>110.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>116.5</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>134.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>132.5</td>
<td>138.5</td>
<td>144.5</td>
<td>150.5</td>
<td>156.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>138.5</td>
<td>144.5</td>
<td>150.5</td>
<td>156.5</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121.25</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>176.5</td>
<td>182.5</td>
<td>188.5</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>200.5</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127.25</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>182.5</td>
<td>188.5</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>200.5</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.25</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>188.5</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>200.5</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139.25</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>200.5</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145.25</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>200.5</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151.25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157.25</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4:** Sum & Difference Frequencies of Picture Carriers

WHEN IT COMES TO HEAD-ENDS

...can you afford anything but the very best?

The most critical part of any CATV system is the head-end and, so far, not even the best has been good enough. But now, DYNAIR can supply a completely solid-state head-end package — to your specifications — that will perform with broadcast precision.

DYNAIR head-end equipment includes all three basic signal-processing units, with interchangeable modules used to minimize maintenance problems. Sophisticated military-type RF shielding on each module eliminates interference common to equipment using standard commercial packaging. Precise frequency control and AGC circuitry assures interference-free full-color pictures.

Not just another head-end, but truly professional equipment designed by a company with years of experience with broadcast television transmission and solid-state CATV head-end equipment.

WE DIDN'T CUT CORNERS... SHOULD YOU?

6360 FEDERAL BOULEVARD
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92114
TELEPHONE (714) 582-9211

The experienced manufacturer of solid-state head-end equipment.

April, 1968
When we began, we concentrated on CATV.

The R. H. Tyler Company, originator of time/weather equipment for CATV, continues to expand its line of cablecasting equipment. With full concentration on CATV, the Tyler Company is constantly developing new and better ideas for efficient and effective local origination.

At Tyler, there is a 'low-cost equipment combination especially suited to your local-origination needs.

R. H. Tyler can increase your local origination capabilities (or improve your present system) to fulfill any demand. Put this low-cost formula to work for you. Tyler time/weather equipment is not only the original . . . it's the very best when it comes to stability and quality of performance. Detailed information on our full line of cablecasting equipment is available. Call us!

R. H. Tyler Company
Originator of Time/Weather Equipment for CATV • 1405 • 15th St. • Wellington, Texas • (806) 447-5841
JFD's Model SL-3155 '82' channel color perfect Head-End Amplifier is an industry first. This new solid state unit guarantees total UHF/VHF reception.

JFD SMOOTHLINE SL-3155 Head-End Amplifier is unique . . .

- 30 db gain—over 54 dbmv output capability.
- Solid state circuitry for cool running reliability.
- Optional self or remote power supply.
- Separate Hi VHF Band/Lo VHF Band/UHF Band gain controls.
- Illuminated rocker on-off switch.

- Power switches are concealed under access-plate.
- Automatic circuit breaker cutoff to detect shorts on the line.
- 17 volt DC spare output for powering pre-amplifiers and up to 10 JFD SMOOTHLINE amplified accessories.

Like SL-3155, SL-3130 VHF and SL-3140 UHF Head-End Amplifiers are solid state and set a new high industry standard.

For complete details—write for catalog SYS-68 or see your local JFD representative.
I'll never let you go!

NEW CASCADE CONNECTOR ANSWERS DEMAND!

Connectors come and connectors go, but it isn't every day that something really new and valuable comes along. Most of us carry on, using standard fittings that make only a sliding contact with the cable center conductor, or go to the trouble of using types where the center conductor must be clamped down inside the housing. It boils down to a choice between putting up with the possibility of center conductor pullout, or investing extra time during installation and any subsequent rework.

More than a year ago, we decided that there must be a better way, and undertook a cooperative development program to produce an all-new and thoroughly practical CATV cable connector.

The requirements were these:

1. The center conductor must be firmly seized - to end any possibility of pullout.
2. Seizing must be external, so the amplifier housing can remain sealed during installation.
3. The connector must release both the sheath and the center conductor for quick, convenient removal - again, without opening the housing.
4. To maintain a constant 75 ohm impedance, the connector must be concentric in all respects.
5. It must be completely waterproof to prevent moisture entry to the amplifier housing, to the cable, and to the connector itself.
6. The connector must be highly corrosion-resistant.
7. It must be foolproof, with no possibility of over- or under-tightening of the connector, internal damage, or other installation faults.
8. The mount must have standard 5/8-24 threading, and require no special tools for installation.
9. The connector must have no loose pieces so that if disassembled in the field, parts cannot be lost or incorrectly replaced.
10. It must be realistically priced and represent good value to the system operator.

The new Cascade connector meets all of these requirements, and is available right now!

EXTERNAL SEIZING THAT WORKS!

The big feature, of course, is the external seizing of the center conductor. Here's how it works:
As the connector cap is tightened down, the ferrule which grips the outer sheath also presses against a tapered polysulfone insert which closes the jaws of the center conductor clamp. This clamping is so positive that the copper conductor will actually stretch before it can be pulled from the tightened connector.

Positive release is assured as well: when the connector cap is loosened, the insulating insert moves back and allows the jaws of the center conductor clamp to spring open.

Most Cascade amplifiers are designed to accept these new 5/8-24 connectors...or, for that matter, any 5/8-24 fittings you might choose. All Cascade "Phase Two" trunk units have a unique internal seizing system which allows the use of non-seizing, internal-seizing or the new external seizing connectors. Within the housings center conductor clamps are incorporated into cast aluminum inserts which also serve as guides and heat sinks for the plug-in modules. A simple turn of a screwdriver operates the clamp and produces a firm anchor with a minimum of impedance disturbance.

Other units, such as the new CELA-2/22 Line Amplifier, can be ordered in a variety of configurations: with non-seizing 3/8-mount connectors, with internal seizing blocks for VSF-type fittings, or for the new Cascade connectors.

Be a hero! Free your apartment, motel and institutional subscribers from cable reflection ghosts, pilot carrier beats and local oscillator interference from nearby TV sets.

Now you can save time, save money, and reduce subscriber complaints with this new CASCADE Wallplate Coupler. It incorporates a true transformer-type directional coupler with a high degree of isolation and directivity, accurate 75-ohm impedance matching, and flat frequency response. Unusually low insertion losses mean longer runs and fewer amplifiers.

Installation is quick and neat. The CEDW-2 mounts in a regular outlet box with room to spare, and accepts standard F59 fittings for input, output and tap connections. Rugged and reliable, it features circuitry on a rigidly-mounted glass-epoxy board.

As more and more cliff-dwellers switch to color sets, their tolerance to ghosts and beats goes down. Keep them happy with this high-performance coupler. It's new from CASCADE research! Price $5.50.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Top Slope</th>
<th>Maximum Slope</th>
<th>Insertion Loss</th>
<th>Return Loss</th>
<th>Minimum Directivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEDW-1/8</td>
<td>1 db</td>
<td>0.5 db</td>
<td>1 db</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20-14 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDW-1/12</td>
<td>1.2 db</td>
<td>0.5 db</td>
<td>1 db</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22-16 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDW-1/16</td>
<td>1.6 db</td>
<td>0.5 db</td>
<td>1 db</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22-18 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDW-1/20</td>
<td>2 db</td>
<td>0.5 db</td>
<td>1 db</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22-16 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDW-1/24</td>
<td>2.4 db</td>
<td>0.5 db</td>
<td>1 db</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22-20 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDW-1/28</td>
<td>2.8 db</td>
<td>0.5 db</td>
<td>1 db</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22-20 db</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Linear relationship between Ch. 2 and Ch. 13 levels.

†Maximum peak to valley deviation over bandwidth 40-250 MHz.
RG-59
Reel Stand
Construction Plans

Shown here are drawings of an RG-59 cable reel stand designed by Gary Potter of Moscow (Idaho) TV Cable Company. According to Potter, construction costs and parts for the stand amount to less than $5. The device is lightweight, simple, and easy to carry. The only moving part is the 1/2” pipe sleeve which rotates on the double arming bolt. Versatility in use is a major feature of this innovation, in that it can be either firmly implanted in the ground, or simply set down on a driveway or other flat surface.

Note to Technicians: TV Communications pays for any useful "Tech Tip", whether it's on gaff care... or microwave system testing. In addition to earning editorial credits and a liberal payment, contributors will be assisting in an exchange of knowledge which is profitable to the entire CATV technical profession. Items may be of any length, and need not be in "finished draft" form. Schematics (pencil drawings are adequate) and photos which go with the item are welcome, of course, and any materials submitted will be returned upon request. Address materials or inquiries to: Milt Bryan, Managing Editor, TV Communications, 207 N.E. 38th, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105.

THE MOST IMPORTANT NUMBERS IN A CATV OPERATOR'S DIRECTORY

EMERGENCIES:

FIRE ....................... 311-6111
POLICE ..................... 311-5111
CATV EQUIPMENT .... 206-325-6662
Seattle
CATV EQUIPMENT .... 415-479-5910
San Rafael

Emergencies are as routine to us as to police and firemen. A dozen times a day we take collect calls for immediate delivery of every conceivable CATV equipment item... saving you Western CATV operators the need to stock anything more than you use today... saving you the slightest operating delay for lack of a part.

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY SERVICE

The $300,000 stock in our two West Coast warehouses contains every most-needed CATV operation part... all lab-tested, professionally pre-evaluated... and mere hours from your door. So keep those numbers handy...

CALL COLLECT

Ed Foust     Royce Busey     Greg Anderson

SEATTLE   SEATTLE   SAN RAFAEL
(206) 325-6662 (206) 325-6662 (415) 479-5910

CA TV EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1422 34TH AVENUE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
150 MITCHEL BLVD., SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA
The "human factor" in the operation of aerial units for CATV constitutes the weakest link in any safety program

"TRIPLE TROUBLE"

To assure safety of operation and maintenance of aerial towers, many hours can be devoted to eliminating perilous habits, hazardous situations; nevertheless, the human factor always remains in the use of man and machine. So, the Baker Equipment Manufacturing Company has created three characters who are forever taking chances or do not follow necessary precautions in the operation and maintenance of aerial units. So meet Norman Naive, Fred Fearless and Sam Slipshod. Norman is the apprentice, green as grass, with limited instruction about the operation of aerial units, and is not likely to learn much from Fred, the know-it-all, experienced technician. Fred is a sharp dresser and extremely confident. He has the idea he can fly and that he's made of copper, due to the chances he takes. Last but not least, none other than 'ol Sam, the maintenance man. Sam has a careless attitude and, needless to say, is a sloppy workman. Safety of the equipment and the operators is just something he's not wholly concerned with. A sad tale of woe follows as to what this threesome can manage to do with the equipment and themselves.

What's happened? Norman gets a jolt. How? Well, it seems Sam noticed one of the fittings on the hose crossing the fiberglass insert in the boom was loose. So Sam proceeded to tighten the fitting and broke it. He replaced it with the nearest available hose. Insulated hose? Of course not! Wire braid. Fred and Norman are in for a visit to the hospital.

This job required two men aloft. Fred tells Norman to get in the basket and Fred then proceeds up the pole. Norman pays little attention to where he is headed and Fred is hanging onto the pole in hopes Norman doesn't knock him off.

Fred "forgot" to attach his safety belt. He never bothers to check the leveling system before climbing into the basket. Sam may have haphazardly attempted to adjust it and either loosened it, overtightened or overstressed it in some manner. Anyway, Fred takes a tumble.
A dirty boom touches two conductors and bang! The boom will be badly damaged and probably will need replacement. A regular cleaning program must be followed, daily inspection of both inside and outside and cleaning whenever dirt is noticed, is mandatory. Usually hot water with a household detergent is recommended, followed by a thorough rinsing with clean water and allowed to dry before use.

Somehow Fred's handline has gotten caught under the tire of the truck. Naturally, Fred has it hooked to the edge of the basket and enormous force is produced as Fred raises the basket and—snap—off comes the basket.

Standing on the lip of the basket and perhaps one foot on a cross-arm is inviting disaster, especially when Sam is the maintenance man. The lower boom cylinder starts creeping down and Fred gets stretched. No unit should be operated if the cylinders do not hold the boom solidly in position. Also, when adjusting or repairing the cylinders extreme care should be taken.

Fred's scream can probably be heard in the next county. The aerial unit and truck (due to a broken torsion bar) are about to tip over, and who knows where poor Fred is headed. How often are the torsion bar or the attaching bolts inspected?

Sam has decided to make several minor adjustments in the field... while Norman tries his hand at some work. Sam fiddled around the lower controls and left a tool lying on them. The tool, of course, acts the rotation lever and Norman is off on an unscheduled trip.
Power tools operable from the basket make work a great deal easier and faster, but also dangerous. Operators should make sure that the tools are well clear of all parts of the machine. Here Fred has started to cut off a large limb, but he is also cutting into the basket and he will be most of the way through the boom before he knows it.

Norman just joined the turtle club! Of course, he shouldn’t be under the basket, nor should Fred have allowed the tool to drop. Hose couplers must be inspected frequently. Properly designed and maintained tool and material holders should be used to avoid this type of accident.

Fred can’t resist showing visitors his new toys. Norman hasn’t been told to keep his hands off the trigger and Fred is about to lose that finger. Disconnect tools before putting anything near the business end of the tool.

Exciting!

1967 was a year of tremendous progress—and tremendous problems—for the CATV industry. It was an exciting story.

During 1967 CATV Weekly readers were informed about key developments in many areas—FCC actions and attitudes... rulings on the 2nd Report and Order... the copyright problem... contentions with the broadcast and telephone industries. Many of these developments were reported exclusively by CATV—News Service Of The Cable Television Industry.

We feel the CATV industry’s best political protection is through information, and we go to great lengths to get it. Like maintaining a full-time Washington Bureau at the FCC. Like traveling thousands of miles to assure on-the-spot news coverage as it breaks. CATV is 100% CATV news... with a 100% pro-CATV editorial stand. You should be reading it... weekly. $33 per year. You’ll find a subscription card on page 101-102.
Somebody had to make a coaxial cable like this.
A coax CATV engineers could really bend. And rebend. Form drip loops, expansion loops and spirals. All without mandrels or straighteners. All without kinking, cracking or rupturing the sheath.

Somebody had to make a coax so flexible and easy to install, it’s practically foolproof.

But a coaxial cable that was also moistureproof. Absolutely. And Anaconda did it, with a special sealing and bonding design called “Sealmetic.” This special Anaconda construction hermetically seals the cable sheath at the shield overlap. It also bonds the entire outer conductor to the polyethylene jacket to form a unitized sheath. A sheath so strong the cable core is completely protected from moisture and humidity.

A sheath so strong it guarantees permanent electrical excellence: signal integrity, low attenuation. And a structural return loss of 26 dB or better.

Somebody had to make a coaxial cable like this: exceptionally flexible, electrically excellent. Anaconda did: Sealmetic Coaxial Cable.

Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., 605 Third Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016.

OUTER CONDUCTOR BONDED TO POLYETHYLENE JACKET

HERMETICALLY SEALED OVERLAP

COPOLYMER BONDING MATERIAL COMPLETELY OVER SHIELD
"Diat"—A Solid-State Current-Controlled Attenuator

A technical report on the CATV amplifier gain control approach used by American Electronic Labs

By P. Bartol and S. Edelman, Engineers
American Electronic Labs

One problem which constantly plagues broad-band amplifier designers is the control of amplifier gain. Broad-band gain control must be achieved with an absolute minimum of frequency response and input/output VSWR changes. In addition, the attenuator itself must not introduce distortion products into the amplifier output signal.

Manually-controlled resistive networks have long been available to meet the requirements of broad-band signal attenuation. However, for remote gain control, or for automatic gain control applications, requiring DC current control of attenuation, devices previously used have, in general, failed to meet the critical requirements of flatness, range and no degradation of amplifier output capability.

Used as a gain control element, a transistor has a tendency to distort the signal as its gain is varied. Ordinary diodes, on the other hand, are non-linear devices, and subject a signal to cross-modulation and other distortions, especially at the levels encountered in CATV line amplifiers.

A new pin-diode semiconductor device, called the Diat, has been designed and developed by American Electronic Labs, Inc. These devices have been made for use as current-controlled attenuators and levellers, and have been in use for more than a year in AEL's Colorvue series of modular trunk-line amplifiers. The Diat performs its duties with greater ease and predictability and with less distortion, than do transistors and ordinary diodes.

Let us review some of the theory behind this product, then see how the pin-diode device is applied as a gain control element: An ordinary diode consists of P-type and N-type semiconductor material layered one on the other, with the interface between them forming a junction which yields a common rectifier diode. If a layer of very pure semiconductor material is situated between the P-type and N-type materials, thus preventing a direct P-N junction from being formed, a phenomenon occurs which gives this new three-layer device a new property. The layer of very pure semiconductor is known as the "intrinsic" layer. An intrinsic semiconductor is one with no doping, i.e., the number of current-carrying particles of each polarity (holes and electrons) is the same. Thus, since neither polarity of current carrier is favored, the intrinsic material is of very low conductance.

When the device is forward biased, free carriers (electrons in the N-material, holes in the P-material) are caused to move about and are carried into the intrinsic region. This current flow through the intrinsic material increases its conductivity over the zero-bias value. In other words, the resistance between the two terminals of the device is a function of the (forward) current through it.

We have been talking thus far about DC (static) conditions. But what happens if a radio-frequency signal is superimposed on the DC level? In an ordinary diode, the static and dynamic characteristics represented by the V-I characteristics can be quite different, since the dynamic (AC) condition is represented by the tangent to the curve at the static (DC) bias point. Once beyond the forward knee of conduction, an ordinary diode exhibits a low dynamic resistance which is not radically altered as the forward current increases. This brings us to the aforementioned "new" property of the Diat.

Remember that the conductivity of the intrinsic layer is a function of the free carriers swept into it by the application of a forward bias. Now, these free carriers do not exist for all time; they have a limited life because eventually these holes and electron pairs will recombine. The free carrier lifetime in the intrinsic layer is controlled by the properties of the crystalline material. Furthermore, if a change in the electric field across the intrinsic layer occurs more slowly than the length of the free carrier lifetime, then that change is significant in determining the effective current, and thus the conductivity of the intrinsic layer. If the field change is very rapid (short) compared to
Copper-clad stainless steel shielding. For direct buried cable. Meets every requirement for flexibility, solderability, formability. Provides up to 36% higher impact-to-fracture value. Withstands 10 times more 180° bends-to-fracture. Lowers maintenance, replacement, detection costs. Ask for Data Bulletin IND-5.

CATV coaxial cable. TI cladding assures circumference variations of 5% or less. TI materials systems prevent performance degradation, failures due to moisture or corrosion. TI cu/al wires in your CATV coaxial cables mean years of uniform service for aerial, duct and burial applications.


TI utilizes the materials system concept to improve cable performance, stretch copper supplies, and cut cable costs. Exclusive TI cladding techniques permanently bond two or more metals to obtain sets of engineering properties not otherwise available. For further information, write Marketing Manager, TI Materials Division, Attleboro, Mass. 02703. Tel: (617) 222-2800.

Texas Instruments Incorporated
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the free carrier lifetime, then the field change is not significant in determining the conductivity. The effect is analogous to a time constant and a charge on a capacitor: a capacitor requires a finite time for the voltage across its terminals to change. Thus, a fast pulse of energy can pass through the capacitor before it can change its state, if the time constant of the circuit is long compared to the duration of the pulse.

The free-carrier lifetime of Diats is adjusted so that it is long compared to the period of low-frequency RF signals (well below 50 MHz). Thus radio-frequency currents of this and higher frequency do not alter the effective current flow through the intrinsic layer, which is set up by the DC forward bias current on which the RF signal is riding.

Since the intrinsic layer conductivity does not change as the RF signal passes through its cycle, the Diat device appears to the RF signal as a linear resistance, the value of which is adjusted by the DC forward bias current. The unique property of the Diat is that it is a DC controlled, variable resistor, over an extremely wide range of radio frequencies.

The type of construction described yields a very low capacity, high breakdown voltage device (because of the wide intrinsic layer), with negligible inductance. Also, because the conductance does not vary over the RF signal cycle, distortion products are not generated at the high signal levels encountered in CATV amplifiers, as long as the diode remains forward biased. Modulation and intermodulation are negligible because the device appears as a linear resistance to the RF signals applied. Finally, the effective RF resistance can be DC controlled through a broad range of resistance.

A bridge-T network has been used for the basic attenuator configuration (see Figure 1). A T-pad requires three variable resistances in order to control both attenuation and input-output impedance levels. An L-pad needs only two variable resistances for control, but is not suitable for precise matching of source and load impedances. The bridged-T pad has the advantage of thus, matching of input and output is easily maintained.

In Figure 1, for a 75 ohm system, \( R_1 = R_2 = Z_1 = Z_2 = 75 \) ohms. The values of \( R_3 \) and \( R_4 \) necessary to maintain a 75 ohm level and give the desired attenuation may be computed by reference to any tabulation of attenuator pad designs. Consider the replacement of the resistors \( R_3 \) and \( R_4 \) of Figure 1 with Diats, using suitably arranged DC and RF circuitry. This is difficult, however, because the desirable attenuation range, coupled with AGC amplifier and DC drive requirements, necessitates the design of a special semiconductor. AEL's Solid State Components Laboratory has produced a reproducible Diat for a 75 ohm system, which is easily DC controlled over a 10 dB (mini-
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CATV Directory
OF EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, & MANUFACTURERS

The all new 1968 CATV Directory of Equipment, Services, & Manufacturers is now available. It is the most complete and authoritative CATV directory on the market. A must for every individual or company with an interest in cable television. Order your copies today.

☐ Enclosed is full payment for ___ copies. (Deduct $1.00 per copy from the regular $6.95 price for enclosing full payment with this order.)

☐ Please send me ___ copies and bill me at $6.95 per copy.
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that as R is varied, the currents through the diodes vary: as the center-tap of R is moved from left to right (A to B), the current through D2 decreases, while the current through D1 increases. As a result, the resistance of D2 increases, while that of D1 decreases. This yields the necessary inverse resistance variation between the two diodes, which will be the variable arms of the bridged-T attenuator. Of course, just the reverse effect occurs as the pot center-tap is moved from right to left (B to A).

The RF portion of the attenuator is shown in Figure 3. The bridged-T attenuator configuration is clear when one considers that the diodes D1 and D2 are actually variable resistances.

The circuits of Figures 2 and 3 are combined in Figure 4. Inductors L1 through L5 are broad-band RF chokes having negligible DC resistance. Capacitors C2, C3, and C4 are RF coupling and DC blocking units, while C1, C5, and C6 decouple the RF signal to ground. An inspection of this Figure will reveal the DC and RF paths described earlier, and it is drawn to show the bridged-T nature of the circuit. R is now seen to be a manually operable gain control.

There remains the problem of incorporating the device as part of an AGC loop to control the gain of the trunk amplifier: Since the Diats are current-controlled devices, and since the resistances of D1 and D2 (and thus the currents through them) must vary in an inverse relationship, the obvious choice for the DC control element is a differential amplifier, with a Diat in series (for DC) with each collector current path. Thus, if the RF signal level at the output of the trunk amplifier is sensed and detected, the DC obtained (which is proportional to the RF output level) can be used to control the operation of the differential amplifier, and thus the attenuation of the attenuator.

The differential amplifier connection is shown, simplified, in Figure 5. The source E represents the detected pilot tone signal. As E increases, the collector current of Q2 increases, and thus the resistance of D2 decreases. Simultaneously, through emitter coupling, the collector current of Q1 decreases, thus causing the resistance of D1 to increase. Diodes D1 and D2 are the Diats of the earlier Figures. D1 is the series pass diode, while D2 is the shunting diode. Thus, if E increases (through an increase in station output), the simultaneous changes in resistance of D1 and D2 are in a direction to decrease the station output. Conversely, if E decreases (caused by a decrease in station output), just the reverse situation obtains, and the attenuator decreases its attenuation so that the station output may rise. An automatic gain control is thus realized.

The defined control range is that variation of input signal which results in a 0.5 dB increase in station output, measured from the level of the initial latch (delay) point. This range is ample and in excess of 10 dB. The circuit of Figure 6 shows the DC circuitry employed in our Colorvue amplifiers and the connection to the Diat. This circuitry has proven stable and repeatable over a wide variation of transistor parameters and temperature.

The frequency response and VSWR characteristics of the attenuator are shown to be satisfactory in that for manual or AGC operation, flatness and VSWR are maintained through at least a 10 dB gain control range. The distortion characteristics of the attenuator do not limit the output capability of the trunk amplifier, and the wide range of operation and inherent reliability of this AGC circuitry as-

---

Figure 5: Simplified D.C. drive circuitry for AGC use. D1 and D2 are the Diats of previous figures. (Voltage "E" represents the amplified and detected pilot tone signal.)

Figure 6: Insertion of Diat attenuator in AEL Colorvue trunk line amplifier.
What is this lift called ‘S’?

Unbreakable rotation drive system employs patented rubber-to-steel friction design. Never requires adjustment — virtually impervious to wear.

Separate engine generator (standard equipment) delivers safe, reliable electric power for boom operation and for power tools.

Single torsion bar of forged alloy steel resists side-loading pressures by transferring boom loads to the vehicle axle.

Aerial basket rests beside cab in travel position. At job site, operator selects tools from storage area and steps directly into basket from van interior. No need to enter the street. Dual safety brake-lock systems secure vehicle while driver/operator mans the basket.

Three direction-oriented toggle switches control boom movements. Optional single omnidirectional control initiates boom travel in any direction or combination of directions in response to light hand pressure.

Self-leveling aerial basket workshop provides full-depth entrance door for easy access, recessed door lock and safety chain, weatherproof grounded electrical outlet for power tools. Load rating, 300 lbs.

Main boom and tubular extension boom construction assures maximum strength-to-weight ratio. Inner boom telescopes on sealed ball bearings. Working heights to 36 feet available, horizontal reaches to 24 feet (to outer edge of basket).

Boom overhang eliminated! Heel rotates fully within the van framework.

Compact “Step-Van” houses revolutionary new “stress-cone” boom support structure and drive systems. Unitized construction of extension, rotation, and elevation drive assemblies facilitates replacement and repair. Roomy van interior provides ample storage space.

These are the high points of “S,” TELSTA’s revolutionary Tel-E-Van — a high-production, one-man aerial workshop on wheels. Available now at prices comparable to powered-ladder trucks and small hydraulic lifts. Write today for complete information.

1700 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California 94070
Telephone (415) 591-7611

TELSTA CORPORATION
A DIVISION OF GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION
ViKOA MODULAR DIRECTIONAL TAP

A new high performance, multi-outlet directional coupler has been introduced by ViKoa, Inc. The device, designated Futura Directional Tap, model 470, features tap levels determined by the choice of plug-in directional. The modular feature permits the CATV technician to adjust for changes in attenuation values. According to the manufacturer, the single bolt, hinged, die cast case allows easy access to the plug-in directional and the “seized center conductor” feed through fittings. The case design is said to provide complete weather and RFI proofing. The housing uses either feed through 412, or feed through 500 fittings, and provides four “F” fittings for subscriber taps. The thruline is capable of passing a maximum current of 8 amps AC or DC and can operate through a temperature range of -40 degrees F to +140 degrees F, according to the manufacturer.

For further information on this new product contact ViKoa, Inc., 400 9th Street, Hoboken, New Jersey.

MTI VIDICON CAMERA

Maryland Telecommunications, Incorporated has announced the availability of a new low light level vidicon television camera which features self-contained EIA synchronization. The 800-line resolution camera is designated Model VC-41. The internally generated synchronization in the VC-41 meets or exceeds all pulse widths and timing criteria of the EIA specification RS-170, sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.10 inclusive, according to the manufacturer. All operating controls are located on the 13-pound camera and include beam current, target voltage, electrical and optical focus, and power switch. The unit features solid-state regulated circuitry and electrical focus circuitry which automatically regulates to compensate for warm-up time to ensure that the camera will remain in focus at all times. Solid-state circuitry is used throughout with the exception of the vidicon tube and the video preamplifier. The VC-41, complete with MTI Type S-V-110 pre-selected vidicon tube, is priced at $2495.00.

For further information on this new product contact Maryland Telecommunications, Inc., York and Video Roads, Cockeysville, Md.

PORTABLE TOWER

A 100-foot portable tower has been announced by Andrews Towers, Inc. The self-contained tower is mounted on a trailer and can be pulled by a pick-up truck of 1-ton capacity. It is mechanically raised and lowered, and based on the rear of the trailer platform, with outriggers built into the trailer bed for stabilization, balancing and levelling. The newly developed tower has all the features of the previously developed 300-foot high quick erect tower, except for power features.

The only power-activated feature of the 100-foot tower is a motorized post-hole digger used to dig anchor holes. Six 20-foot sections with an over-all height of 105 feet, make up the tower. Height can be varied from 25' to 105' in 3' increments. Cost of the 100-foot quick erect tower is some $20,000 compared to $60,000 for the 300-foot quick erect.

PRESS RELEASE KIT FROM BARASH

Barash Advertising has announced the addition of a press release kit to their line of prepared promotion materials for CATV systems. The kit includes 25 press releases with instructions and guidelines which new CATV system operators can follow to begin publicizing the newsworthy aspects of their systems. The manufacturer states that the chief advantages of the kit are that it enables the operator to keep information on his system flowing at a regular rate and that it makes it easy for him to gather the right information and to relay it to the public at the proper time and in a logical sequence. The complete set of press releases and a guide on proper news release procedure is available for $30.00.

For further information contact Barash Advertising, 403 S. Allen Street, State College, Pa. 16801.

TELSTA AERIAL LIFT

A new “SU” Series Electric Aerial Life, a variant of the van-mounted “S” Series lift introduced last year has been announced by the Telsta division of General Cable Corp. The lift incorporates Telsta’s stress-cone boom support structure that places the elevation drive system at the focal point of the truck frame. This is said to achieve two significant advantages: (1) It optimizes lifting leverage, and (2) eliminates dangerous boom overhang. Unitized construction of elevation and rotation drive units and of the extension drive on the telescoping boom reduces costly downtime for repair, according to the manufacturer. The tubular extension boom rides on sealed ball bearings and has a horizontal reach of 21' 11" to the rim of the basket. Load rating is 300# when mounted on a one-ton chassis (10,000 GVW).

For further information on this new product contact Telsta division of General Cable Corporation, 1700 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California
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REMOTE-CONTROLLED VTR

A portable video tape recorder which features remote-controlled recording and playback has been introduced by Concord Communications Systems. The major feature of the unit, designated VTR-70C, is the hand-size remote control panel which allows the operator to control all functions of the recorder remotely. Also featured is an automatic rewind which allows the operator to program the recorder for automatic recording or playback continuously, or for a selected time period. Instant replay is accomplished through any standard television receiver or video monitor. A still-frame monitoring feature permits subject to be viewed during a stop-frame or controlled frame-by-frame progression. The VTR-700 is a helical-scan, dual rotating head system operating at 12 ips with ½ inch video tape. Recording time is 40 minutes on a 7 inch reel, with other tape lengths available.

Weight is 52 lbs. Dimensions are 16½" (w), 16½" (d), 10" (h).

For further information on this new product contact Concord Electronic Corp., Communications System Division, 1935 Armacost Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.

NEW HOSKEN ANTENNA

Hosken Cable TV Antennas Ltd., has recently announced the development of an exponential curved boom CATV antenna. According to the developer, the exponential characteristics of the antenna afford better match over a wide range of frequencies, and directivity and gain are increased without losing any of the broad band characteristics by extending the length of the boom.

For further information on this new product contact Hosken Cable TV Antennas Ltd., 335 Frankcom St., Ajax, Ontario, Canada.

TWO DIAMOND POWER CAMERAS

Two low-cost portable TV cameras, the STV-4 viewfinder and the ST-4, have been introduced by Diamond Power Specialty Corporation. The units are priced at $1095 and $695 respectively. According to the manufacturer, both cameras feature 650-line horizontal resolution and each contains shading correction. The cameras automatically adjust to varying light conditions. Changes in voltage supply between 100 V and 130 V are said not to affect picture stability. Both cameras have silicon transistors and glass epoxy circuit boards, and both provide solid-state sweep failure protection. The STV-4 viewfinder weighs 16 lbs. making it easy to maneuver and transport from one location to another.

For further information on this new product contact Diamond Power Specialty Corp., P.O. Box 415, Lancaster, Ohio 43130.
THE CATV CLASSIFIEDS

TV Communications Reply Address: 207 N.E. 38th, Okla. City, Okla. 73105

Rate for classifieds is 25 cents per word for advertising obviously of a non-commercial nature. Add $1.00 for Box Number and reply service, per issue. Advance payment is required; minimum order is $10.00. Classified rate to commercial advertisers is $30.00 per column inch (2¼" col.). Deadline for all classifieds is 1st of preceding month.

ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Sharp, young executive wanted for CATV advertising and public relations position with growing firm. Knowledge of CATV market required; telephone selling experience preferred. Challenging job for young man looking for advancement according to ability. Sunny climate, Southwest. If you want to grow with us, send resume and present salary in confidence to: Dept. T32, TV Communications.

HELP WANTED

Installer—Repairmen—Technicians—System Managers—National TV Cable, Inc. needs good men now. Good opportunity for advancement. Write: J. E. Fairly, 114 So. Columbus Ave., Louisville, Miss. 39339.

MANAGER-TECHNICIAN

Manager with experience in management, operation and installation of CATV systems seeks position with future with growing system or MSO. Resume sent on request. Reply Dept. T42, TV Communications.

WANTED

Working Chief Technician's position for system 100 miles or over. Fully experienced all phases except underground. Salary $9,500 per year. Tired of traveling. Reply Dept. T41, TV Communications.

The Classifieds are for you . . . Use 'em for fast action.

CASH FOR CATV PHOTOS

TV Communications pays $20 for color photos used on the magazine's front cover. Any CATV-related subject matter considered; send color transparencies (2¼" square or larger) or color prints (with negative if possible). All materials returned on request. Send to Milt Bryan, Assistant Editor, TV Communications, 207 N.E. 38th, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105.

TOP PAYING JOBS

Write today for information about highly effective CATV home study courses. Specialized training in cable television at all levels from Installer-Technician to Field Engineering.

USF SOME EXTRA CASH?

TVC pays top rates for articles, tech tips, and promotional ideas—any subject of interest to CATV personnel. Send materials, or write for additional information to: Milt Bryan, Assistant Editor, TV Communications, 207 N.E. 38th, Okla. City, Okla. 73105.

FOR SALE

Rapidly growing CATV system in Southern California recreation area. Present subscriber base of 1,000 can be expanded to 3,000. 12 perfect channels off the air available at antenna site. Above average monthly rates assure rapid return on investment. Reply Dept. T31, TV Communications.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

ATTENTION CIRCULATION: I wish to order personal copies of the following vital CATV publications. Please begin my subscriptions immediately.

CATV DIRECTORIES

I want to save money by ordering my directories in advance.

EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
(reg. price $6.95)  SYSTEMS DIRECTORY (reg. price $8.95)
( ) Find $3.95 enclosed  ( ) Find $5.95 enclosed
( ) Bill me $5.95  ( ) Bill me $7.95

TV COMMUNICATIONS

( ) 36 Issues . . . $19.

CATV WEEKLY

( ) One year . . . $33.  ( ) Two years . . . $60.

NAME________

ADDRESS________

CITY_________ STATE_________ ZIP______

TV Communications
207 N.E. 38th STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105
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TV Communications has an opening for an Advertising Sales Executive

Responsibilities include advertising space sales, public relations and market research for one of the most progressive publishing firms in the nation. Knowledge of CATV market necessary. General sales experience required, telephone sales experience helpful. We want a young man with high goals . . . who likes teamwork . . . who wants his salary determined by ability.

If you’re looking for an exciting, creative atmosphere and a chance to move ahead, write us! Send resume, including present salary, in complete confidence to:

WAYNE WILSON, Advertising Director
TV Communications
207 N.E. 38 Street  •  Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

TECHNICAL OPPORTUNITIES
GROW WITH FUTURA AT VIKOA

The nation’s largest growth CATV manufacturer, supplier and builder of CATV systems and equipment is growing, growing, growing!

We have openings — Nationwide for:

(A) SYSTEMS SALES ENGINEER
(B) SYSTEMS TECHNICIANS
(C) Construction Personnel of all levels

System work, headend, amplifier balancing, construction, check out and rebuilds. We are looking for people who want to grow and haven’t exploited their full capability.

Vikoa offers programs for professional growth in all phases of CATV

SALARY OPEN commensurate with background and ability

Generous benefits include Insurance and Pension plan

Contact Joseph Monette, Director of Industrial Relations

VIKOA INDUSTRIES
830 Monroe St., Hoboken, New Jersey (201) 656-1776

TV Communications
About the only thing this man couldn't get for CATV from Davco would be his Khaki suit.

That's fact. Davco is a TOTAL CATV SUPPLIER, totally prepared to serve the industry. You pick the area of service. Davco will do the rest. If it has anything to do with designing, servicing, constructing, maintaining or rebuilding a CATV system, call Davco... a leading TOTAL CATV SUPPLIER for over 16 years.

Same day service and economical prices... complete inventory (except the Khakis)... all at one place. Davco Electronics Corporation

DAVCO

"There's No Other Place Like It"
P. O. Drawer 861
Batesville, Ark. 72501
Phone 501/743-3816
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AEL Delivers the Complete CATV Package

From feasibility studies... through turnover of fully operational systems... AEL's CATV sales group, systems engineering staff and nationwide engineering service organization will provide a total Turnkey package... or any part on an individual basis.

FEASIBILITY STUDIES are conducted to determine the technical and economic practicability of installing and operating a system in a given community.

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES are prepared (once feasibility has been established) which take into consideration both construction and operation.

FRANCHISE ASSISTANCE and guidance are available to prospective system owners and operators.

APPLICATION ENGINEERING, including theoretical and on-site signal strength surveys, strand routing maps and utility make-ready studies are conducted by experienced field engineers.

SYSTEM DESIGN Data obtained from application engineers is carefully analyzed, and complete system construction drawings are prepared. Materials lists, labor estimates and complete construction cost breakdowns are submitted with all system construction proposals.

SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION Thoroughly experienced field engineers and skilled construction crews combine their abilities to install CATV systems quickly and efficiently. Proof of performance tests are conducted at each stage of construction and for the completed system.

FINANCING plans are flexible... designed to fit the specific requirements of individual customers.

CUSTOMER SERVICES feature free technical training for operating personnel, system management consulting, maintenance engineering and a full range of engineering services for existing CATV systems.

For information on complete Turnkey packages, engineering and construction services, and COLORVUE CATV equipment, write today... or call 215/822-2929.

RICHARDSON RD., COLMAR, PA. • Phone: 215-822-2929 • TWX: 510-661-4976
Correspondence: Post Office Box 552CA, Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446
vikoa introduces

**FUTURA "21"**

THE ONLY 21 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

FUTURA "21" OFFERS:

- Utilization of the spectrum between 54 and 216 MHz.
- 3 dbm more output capability than any 20 channel system.
- One more channel.
- All new dual control AGC for gain and temperature compensation.
- 22 db spacing for either 12 or 21 channel operation.
- Guaranteed suppression of second order interference for cascades in excess of 60 amplifiers.
- Quick change-over modules that convert a 12 channel to a 21 channel system without any amplifier respacing or housing changes.

NEW FUTURA "21"

LOOK ALIKE?
Sure they look alike!
Both units use the same basic housing.

LOOK TO FUTURA "21" FOR THE FUTURE REQUIREMENTS OF CATV.

400 Ninth Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030 • CALL COLLECT • N.Y. (212) 943-5793 • N.J. (201) 656-2020